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INTRODUCTION

The classical theory of patents posits that society grants to inventors, in Thomas Jefferson's words, "the embarrassment of an exclusive patent," because doing so may provide socially beneficial economic incentives to create what would be otherwise lacking absent legal
protection. In particular, if there were not an exclusionary right protecting intellectual creations, again in Jefferson’s words, “the moment [the creation] is divulged, it [would] force[] itself into the possession of every one,” and the inventor would have no means to earn a suitable profit from the creation. Moving one step backwards, without the potential for profit afforded by a patent right, inventors—at least those driven by the desire for financial gain—might not have a sufficient incentive to invent.

Beginning in the late 19th century, however, economists began to perceive other important uses for patents. For example, in 1896, the economist A.T. Hadley argued that the patent system “has established itself, not primarily as a stimulus for invention or disclosure,” but as a driver of the investment of capital in the use and development of pre-existing inventions. In this view, patents provide substantial ex post incentives to commercialize inventions, rather than merely ex ante incentives to invent.

In the late 20th century, several important empirical studies of primarily large companies revealed other widespread uses of patents, especially for so-called “strategic” reasons. First, many large firms have built large patent portfolios, furthering their strategic goal of cross-licensing with competitors to avoid mutually destructive patent litigation. When negotiating these cross-licenses, one standard practice in determining the value of each side’s patent portfolio is simply to count up the total number of patents each side owns. Of course, this may engender a sort of arms-race mentality for patenting, with large firms acquiring more and more patents to maintain leverage at the negotiating table. Indeed, the so-called “flood” in patenting over the last few decades

2. Id. at 180.
3. Arthur Twinning Hadley, Economics 134 (New York, G.P. Putnam’s Sons 1896); see also Albert F. Ravenshear, The Industrial and Commercial Influence of the English Patent System 52 (1908) (“[T]he final conclusion is that patents exercise a net influence in stimulating the growth of industry . . . .”).
5. See infra Part I.C.
has been partially attributed to cross-licensing races. Second, patents have become valuable tools in defending against patent infringement suits. If a defendant accused of infringement can threaten suit against the plaintiff, the mutual threat can raise the stakes for both parties, making it more likely that suits settle, or never happen in the first place.

Third, firms are engaging in “preemptive” patenting to prevent others from encroaching on their technological “space” with competing products. Even more recently, legal theorists have posited that patents can play an important role in “signaling” the value of a firm’s technology and inventiveness, both externally to the market and internally to managers. Several studies have reported these effects, especially among startup and early-stage companies seeking to use patents to attract financing and to improve their chances of being acquired or going public.

Thus, since Jefferson’s time, our understanding of the use and effects of patents has become more varied and nuanced. Although a large body of empirical work has emerged documenting these alternative uses among large, publicly traded firms, there have been few studies of smaller, early-stage firms. Nonetheless, commentators and policymakers have come to radically differing conclusions. Some surmise that patents stand in the way of entrepreneurial activity. Others suggest that strong patent protection is essential to the survival of young firms in competitive markets—especially in industries with large incumbents, which typically enjoy advantages in sales, marketing, and access to capital. This latter notion has tended to dominate in the last several decades, partly spurring the expansion of patent rights since the creation in 1982 of the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, which hears essentially

---

8. See infra Part I.E.
9. See infra Part I.G.
10. See infra Part I.D.
all appeals involving patent infringement claims. Moreover, discerning the drivers of patenting by entrepreneurs is especially topical given the importance of these firms to innovation and the overall economy. Because evidence suggests that startup and early-stage firms are more innovative per research and development (R&D) dollar than large firms, they may account for a disproportionately large share of U.S. productivity and employment growth in recent decades.

Because of these important concerns, the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation—an organization that studies and promotes entrepreneurship in the United States—funded an effort at the University of California, Berkeley School of Law, to undertake the first comprehensive survey of the relationship between patenting and entrepreneurship in the United States. The authors, along with other investigators, administered the survey in 2008 to approximately 15,000 startup and early-stage companies in the biotechnology, medical device, information technology (IT) hardware, and software and Internet sectors. A portion of the survey examined why entrepreneurs, startups, and early-stage companies do (and do not) seek patents.

This Article reports and analyzes results from that survey, showing that several widespread beliefs about startup firm patenting practices are very likely wrong. In brief, like the surveys of large firms, our respondents that hold patents report that the main motivation for patenting is to prevent others from copying their products and services. This result holds—and is statistically valid—across a variety of company characteristics, including firm age, revenues, industry, and patent portfolio size. Because we find that many young technology companies are holding patents, our results offer evidence that is somewhat at odds with fre-

13. See id.
15. These investigators include Professors Robert Merges and Pamela Samuelson, University of California, Berkeley School of Law, and Robert Barr, Executive Director of the Berkeley Center for Law & Technology.
quently cited anecdotal reports that startups, especially in the software and Internet industries, generally do not use patents to protect against the erosion of their profits.\textsuperscript{17} We offer one important caveat, however. A substantial fraction of young firms are apparently opting out of the patent system altogether, and this observation is particularly true of companies in the software and Internet sectors.\textsuperscript{18} That said, our findings suggest that patent holding, and the strategic use of patents, is more widespread—even among young software and Internet companies—than commentators have previously reported.

Additionally, we find—consistent with anecdotal reports—that many startups rely heavily on patents as signals to the market to improve their chances of raising financing, being acquired, and going public. Our results greatly contrast with previous large-firm studies, however, which showed relatively little reliance on patents for these kinds of signaling. Indeed, our results show that as the patent-holding firms in our sample become older and larger, they tend to rely less on patents as signals. This finding is also important because it lends some empirical support—which had been lacking—for the alternative signaling theories of patents, especially for younger startups.\textsuperscript{19}

Like large firms, our respondents that hold patents report engaging in strategic patenting to help defend against patent infringement suits and to increase negotiating power, possibly for cross-licensing with other firms. Recognizing that startups—and not just those in the biotechnology field—find the strategic use of patents important is a novel finding. Nonetheless, we show that these young technology companies are especially sensitive to the costs of acquiring and enforcing patents, which—at nearly $40,000 per patent—are roughly double the reported average for all patentees.\textsuperscript{20} Thus, even though startup firms are well aware of the strategic uses of patents, resource constraints may mean that fewer of them can engage in these strategies as compared with large incumbents. To the extent that strategic patenting is positively related to firm success and survival, we highlight this finding as a policy concern deserving of further study, especially in industries—like electronics—with large numbers of incumbents engaging in similar strategic patenting.

\textsuperscript{17} See infra Part II.B.1.
\textsuperscript{18} See Graham et al., High Technology Entrepreneurs, supra note 16, at 1276–79.
\textsuperscript{20} See infra note 293 and accompanying text.
Part I of this Article explores the variety of theories of entrepreneurs' patenting practices offered in the literature. Part II describes previous empirical studies, primarily of large firms, as well as the anecdotal accounts of the drivers of decisions to patent and to forgo patenting in entrepreneurial firms. Part III describes the design of the 2008 Berkeley Patent Survey, its sample set, and respondent characteristics. Part IV presents the major results related to the decision to patent (or not), with particular attention to how these results differ across company characteristics, such as industry, age, patent portfolio size, and revenue, among others. We conclude with some brief reflections on the policy implications of our findings.

I. Theories of Entrepreneurial Patenting

Scholars have investigated and proposed numerous theories for why inventors and their companies decide (or not) to file for patents on their inventions.21 In a previous article, we surveyed in detail the relatively scant literature on why entrepreneurs and startup companies file for and forgo patents.22 As background to the results presented here, we briefly review these theories of entrepreneurial patenting.23

A. Earning Supernormal Profits

The usual explanation for why individuals and firms, of whatever size, file for patents is to sell their products and services at prices greater than their competitors or to cut production and similar costs in ways competitors will be precluded from replicating.24 This explanation derives from the fundamental tenet of intellectual property theory—that without incentives beyond those offered by the free market, potential innovators will not innovate, because competitors and third parties would otherwise free ride off their innovations.25 This explanation sup-

22. See id.
23. The remainder of this section is adapted from a portion of Graham & Sichelman, supra note 21, at 1071–90.
25. See Arrow, supra note 1, at 609. Alternatively, or in addition, an innovator might consider other legal options, such as trademark, copyright, and trade secret, or non-legal op-
ports the notion that, in some circumstances, the patenting inventor will be able to supply products at a price higher than the competitive market would otherwise bear, as long as other technology providers cannot supply non-infringing products that are perfect substitutes. In contrast to established companies, startup and early-stage technology companies may be subject to a different cost-benefit scheme when deciding to file for a patent. First, unlike mature companies, startups will tend to have fewer revenue streams to protect or production costs to cut, which can make the benefit of a patent seem remote. Second, because startups may be R&D specialists—doing less sales and marketing in their early life—they may invent a diverse set of potential and not yet marketable products in a short period of time. This tendency of startups to produce embryonic ideas may make the cost of patenting each invention high relative to the uncertainty of a market payoff, especially when compared with the patenting decisions of large firms insofar as they tend to spend more time improving existing products rather than inventing new ones. Third, young companies usually have very limited IP budgets, and although there has been a recent influx of contingent-fee attorneys who represent small- and medium-sized entities in patent litigation in return for a percentage of any damage or settlement award, post-dot-com,}


27. See Ronald J. Mann, Do Patents Facilitate Financing in the Software Industry?, 83 Tex. L. Rev. 961, 985 (2005) (“Because [small] firms do not yet have a product, they have no opportunity for revenues. Thus, the benefits they reap from excluding competitors are minimal at best.”).


29. See Mann, supra note 27, at 982–84 (describing how startup firms must allocate money between products and patents and often choose less effective forms of patent protection including provisional applications in order to save money for product development).


Additionally, when small firms sue large firms, Gwendolyn Ball and Jay Kesan have shown that they litigate their disputes to judgment more often than when they sue small- or medium-sized firms. See Gwendolyn G. Ball & Jay P. Kesan, Transaction Costs and Trolls: Strategic Behavior by Individual Inventors, Small Firms, and Entrepreneurs in Patent Litigation (Univ. of Ill. Law & Econ. Paper Series, Research Paper No. LE09-005, 2009), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1337166. Given the high costs of such cases, Ball and Kesan infer
there are few law firms willing to file patents on a long-term, fee-deferred basis or in return for equity.\textsuperscript{31} Thus, startups may face much greater barriers when filing patent applications on their inventions than their incumbent counterparts.

B. Generating Licensing Revenues

Not all inventors develop and commercialize their inventions. Another common rationale for patenting is to generate revenue in the form of licenses or royalties from authorized third parties and damage awards in patent litigation from unauthorized ones. The rationale behind efficient markets suggests that such licensing will be beneficial when a company can earn more by licensing its patented invention, or is otherwise incapable of fulfilling all of the market demand for its patented products and services. For instance, the company may not have the wherewithal to sell its products overseas, lacking sufficient production or distribution capabilities, and may find the value proposition superior under the licensing model.

While companies currently commercializing their patents may opt to pursue a licensing option, a paucity of know-how, resources,\textsuperscript{32} or interest to commercialize patents may be more common among startups and independents.\textsuperscript{33} Notably, in contrast to some foreign regimes, the U.S. patent system has no "working" requirement—just as the owner of a piece of fertile farmland may plant crops himself, lease it out to a tenant, or leave it fallow.\textsuperscript{34}

A licensing option is also aided by the remedies available in patent law, particularly when the patentee has no intent to commercialize the invention. The threat of damages and, typically, injunctive relief, is a

\textsuperscript{31} Based on the experience of one of the authors as a founder of a software startup and a practicing lawyer, although law firms regularly deferred fees and were paid in equity during the dot-com era, this is no longer the case.

\textsuperscript{32} One scholar postulates that small firms use patent disclosures as a form of marketing to attract licensing interest from larger firms. \textit{See} Wolfgang Gick, \textit{Little Firms and Big Patents: A Model of Small-Firm Patent Signaling}, 17 J. Econ. \\& Mgmt. Strategy 913 (2008). Unfortunately, there has been no robust empirical study of how often potential users of a patented technology approach patentees for licenses based on reviewing patent disclosures.

\textsuperscript{33} There is a third form of licensing as well—cross-licensing—which we discuss in the next section. \textit{See infra} Part I.C.

\textsuperscript{34} \textit{Compare}, \textit{e.g.}, The Patents Act, No. 39 of 1970, India Code § 83(a) (1999) (setting forth a working requirement under Indian patent law), \textit{with} Dawson Chem. Co. v. Rohm \\& Haas Co., 448 U.S. 176, 215 (1980) (rejecting the argument that the failure to license would result in a loss of statutory rights and noting that such a position "runs contrary to the long-settled view [under U.S. law] that the essence of a patent grant is the right to exclude others from profiting by the patented invention").
proverbial club useful in securing license fees and other payments from actual and potential infringers. Also, because of the high costs\(^\text{35}\) and substantial uncertainty\(^\text{36}\) of patent litigation, alleged infringers will often take a license even when they believe they would win in court.\(^\text{37}\)

Thus, there are ample incentives for companies to patent so as to generate license fees from third parties.\(^\text{38}\) One kind of small firm licensor is the so-called "patent troll," usually described as an entity that sells no products and performs no R&D, instead earning its profits through licensing or damages awarded in infringement suits.\(^\text{39}\) On a pessimistic view, these sorts of licensors are akin to patent slumlords.\(^\text{40}\) On another view, they are merely "non-practicing entities" (NPEs) that perform valuable R&D that is brokered and commercialized by others. Whatever one’s view, over the past ten years or so these entities have significantly increased their licensing and litigation activity, in what some observers contend is an abusive fashion.\(^\text{41}\) For those small companies whose

\(^{35}\) Litigating a patent case through trial costs on the order of $3–6 million. See AM. INTELL. PROP. LAW ASS’N, REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC SURVEY 32 (2009) [hereinafter ECONOMIC SURVEY].

\(^{36}\) Arguably, uncertainty is especially high with lay juries deciding complex technological questions of fact. See, e.g., Paul R. Michel, Improving Patent Jury Trials, in PLI’s FOURTH ANNUAL INSTITUTE FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW 1998, at 81 (PLI Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks & Literary Prop. Course Handbook Series No. 532, 1998) ("The very unpredictability of jury verdicts not only undermines opinion letters, but discourages license agreements and design-arounds, and multiplies litigation—with attendant costs in money, disruption and delay."). A recent study found that about 30% of district court decisions in patent infringement cases are overturned for faulty interpretations of the patent claims by (typically lay) judges and that greater judicial experience with patent suits does not, on average, decrease a judge’s reversal rate. See David L. Schwartz, Practice Makes Perfect?: An Empirical Study of Claim Construction Reversal Rates in Patent Cases, 107 MICH. L. REV. 223, 249, 252–55 (2008).

\(^{37}\) Even if a patentee has the know-how or wherewithal to practice its patents, for the reasons mentioned above, it may be more profitable to license and enforce them. An empirical study by Joshua Gans, David Hsu, and Scott Stern finds that firms “with [intellectual property rights] are estimated to be 23 percentage points more likely than nonpatentholders to pursue a cooperative [i.e., licensing] strategy.” Joshua S. Gans et al., When Does Start-Up Innovation Spur the Gale of Creative Destruction?, 33 RAND J. ECON. 571, 572 (2002).

\(^{38}\) A growing literature examines the role of patents in facilitating technology transfer in the markets for technology, but these markets cannot exist without willing technology providers and an IP rights enforcement mechanism. See ASHISH ARORA, ANDREA FOSFURI & ALFONSO GAMBARDELLA, MARKETS FOR TECHNOLOGY: THE ECONOMICS OF INNOVATION AND CORPORATE STRATEGY (2001).


primary business is selling products or services, patent litigation and licensing can be difficult to undertake because of the substantial resources and time required to mount a lawsuit.\(^4\) Conversely, although the empirical data are limited, relatively cash-poor startups may be less likely to be subject to infringement suits from NPEs.\(^4\)

C. Developing an Arsenal for Cross-Licensing

Using another military metaphor—which, incidentally, is used frequently among IP practitioners\(^4\)—patentees that hold a well-stocked arsenal of patents are often in a strong bargaining position. The genesis of Microsoft’s march into the top three in total yearly U.S. patent grants is telling.\(^4\) As a knowledgeable IP lawyer recounts:

[I]n 1993 Microsoft only held 24 patents and was struggling with IBM over software licensing. When the two companies could not come to terms, IBM wielded a portfolio of over 1,000 patents as a strong-arm tactic to get Microsoft to the table. Analysts said Microsoft eventually had to ante up an estimated $20–30 million in patent licensing fees. In the wake of this, Bill Gates told financial analysts “Our goal is to have enough patents to be able to take and exchange intellectual property with other companies.” As of October 2000, Microsoft held 1,391 patents.\(^4\)

\(^4\) As noted earlier, contingent-fee attorneys can substitute for a patentee’s own litigation war chest, but presumably many small companies focused on product development and sales are either not particularly interested in mounting contingent-fee lawsuits or simply do not have access to contingent-fee attorneys.

\(^4\) Cf. Graham et al., *High Technology Entrepreneurs*, supra note 16, at 1317–18 (finding that a relatively low percentage of startups license-in patents solely to avoid a lawsuit).

\(^4\) For instance, one of the authors recently heard a well-known patent broker refer to himself as an “arms dealer.” Statement by Northern California Patent Broker to Ted Sichelman, in Berkeley, Cal. (Feb. 6, 2009).


As of August 2010, Microsoft has been granted 15,836 patents, has acquired many others, and has sealed numerous cross-licensing deals—arguably realizing Bill Gates’s ambition “to take and exchange intellectual property with other companies.”

Yet, Microsoft’s weak position vis-à-vis IBM in 1993 likely typifies most startup companies’ inability to negotiate with more established rivals. Insofar as startups may lack the capital to acquire patent arsenals, they will be disadvantaged relative to larger incumbents in cross-licensing deals. An incumbent’s ability to gain access on very favorable terms through a cross-license to the startup’s innovative technology—which the incumbent may be able to market and sell more effectively than the startup—will build upon the already strong incentives for the incumbent to grow its patent portfolio to maintain low cross-licensing costs with other incumbents. Collectively, these strategies may create or exacerbate patent thickets—erecting barriers to entry and possibly favoring entrenched incumbents.

50. Indirect support for this assertion is Bronwyn Hall’s finding that the average economic value of a patent held by publicly traded entrants in complex product industries was higher than incumbents for a sample of electrical and mechanical firms. See Bronwyn H. Hall, Exploring the Patent Explosion (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 10605, 2004), available at http://www.nber.org/papers/w10605. This finding suggests that incumbents in complex product industries—which are exactly those known to file large numbers of patents for cross-licensing purposes—are digging deeper into the technological well, so to speak, to file for patents.
51. Most of the companies that are the top patent holders in the United States are large incumbents that are highly active in cross-licensing deals. See Graham & Sichelman, supra note 21, at 1066 & n.11; David J. Teece, Profiting from Technological Innovation: Implications for Integration, Collaboration, Licensing and Public Policy, 15 RES. POL’Y 285 (1986) (discussing the benefits of complementary assets, such as marketing power, in appropriating value from innovation). In this regard, Jean Lanjouw and Mark Schankerman show that patents held by small firms are more likely to be litigated than ones by large firms, consistent with the notion that small firms are not engaging in out-licensing to the same extent as large firms. See Jean O. Lanjouw & Mark Schankerman, Protecting Intellectual Property Rights: Are Small Firms Handicapped?, 37 J.L. & ECON. 45 (2004).
D. Securing Investment and Financing

Implementing a patented technology may yield greater revenues or lower expenses in the provision of products and services. Another means for startups to generate cash is to raise capital through borrowing or fundraising, and patents can play an important role here as well. First, scholars have shown that intensive patenting by acquisition targets is associated with increases in purchase prices. Other research indicates that similar effects increase IPO share prices. Second, researchers have found that intensive patenting by venture-backed companies in the software and biotechnology sectors is associated with greater total investment, total number of financing rounds, and firm longevity, though it remains unresolved whether increased patenting causes, or is merely correlated with, these events. Third, patents can function as valuable


hard assets, either in securing loans or by increasing a company’s valuation upon liquidation.  

One reason why patents may be important in garnering investment and financing is that they can signal a company’s ability to earn supernormal profits or to reduce production costs. Yet, some startup executives, especially those in software companies, contend that patents provide no particular benefit other than a merely “optical” one for potential investors.  

These views suggest that although patents may have no intrinsic value for the company that owns them, they can provide an extrinsic value to outsiders estimating the company’s worth.

There are several ways of explaining this apparent paradox. One possible explanation is that investors, banks, lawyers, and other outsiders conducting due diligence on startups have only a limited amount of time and resources to assess the value of the startup. Although the patents may be of no particular value for the given startup under consideration, because patents can increase profitability for many other companies, the outsiders nonetheless attribute some value to the patents. On a more sanguine view, the patents may serve as a proxy for internal firm resources that are otherwise difficult to quantify or may signal to outsiders that the company is engaging in the sorts of practices that successful companies generally conduct. For example, the wherewithal a company has to file for patents could signal to investors that it has the “discipline and technical expertise” to “codify [otherwise] tacit knowledge,” which acts as a form of insurance against a “brain drain” of the company’s valuable know-how if key engineers were to leave.  

Yet another explanation is that managers, unlike investors, are incorrect in their poor value assessments, not comprehending the high actual value of patents to their

---

58. See Mann, supra note 27, at 995 n.172.  
59. Id. at 992; see generally Dan L. Burk, The Role of Patent Law in Knowledge Codification, 23 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1009 (2008); Long, supra note 19.
companies. Still another possibility is that patents, even if not valuable to the startup, might be extremely valuable in the hands of a third party, such as an incumbent acquirer. If this is so, the patent may offer residual value to investors, even if the startup fails to execute its business model. If a startup’s patents can be used effectively by others to sell products, demand royalties, or file infringement suits, they may have value quite independent from their utility to the startup per se. So, even if a startup’s patents may offer little to the company in terms of its strategy for earning profits, they may nevertheless be valuable assets on the balance sheet, particularly in the eyes of investors and lenders.

E. “The Best Defense is a Good Offense”: Patents as Shields

It is a cliché of war, boxing, and football strategists that “the best defense is a good offense.” In the experience of one of the authors as a practicing IP litigator, this cliché is also well-worn in the patent arena. An alleged infringer that can assert one of its own patents against a plaintiff as a counterclaim can benefit in several ways. First, the plaintiff will usually become exposed to the threat of an injunction on the sale of its potentially infringing products. If the revenue associated with the plaintiff’s potentially infringing products is comparable to the revenue associated with the defendant’s, the shrinking of the possible transfer payment may drive the case to a quick settlement, even if the defendant

60. Such an explanation raises the question of why the entrepreneur would not recognize the inherent value in the asset, or why the investor would demand that the entrepreneur make such an investment in patents when the entrepreneur, who is arguably in the best position to recognize where investments would yield their highest returns, believes that patents are not that best use. An answer to this puzzle could lie in a principal-agent problem in which the entrepreneur engages in investments to maximize both her pecuniary and non-pecuniary gains, while the investor is only interested in the former. See generally PAUL GOMPERS & JOSH LERNER, THE VENTURE CAPITAL CYCLE (2004) (discussing how venture capital investors face a principal-agent problem in funding startups).
61. See Nguyen & Maine, Acquiring Innovation, supra note 57, at 786.
asserts a weak patent. Second, the counterclaim will usually level the playing field for the accused infringer. For example, legal contentions that the plaintiff might make to strengthen its claim of infringement (for example, on the proper standard of obviousness) will usually redound to the benefit of the accused infringer as well. Additionally, the accused infringer that asserts its own patents will typically be able to use any of the plaintiff's defenses in its own defensive case. Third, counterclaiming increases the plaintiff's costs. Altogether, using a "defensive" strategy of asserting an infringement counterclaim can substantially decrease the defendant's risks and costs of litigation, providing it greater leverage in bargaining towards a settlement. Because of these benefits, startups may seek patents to erect a "defensive shield."

While small firms face resource constraints in acquiring patents, they may be disproportionately benefited from beginning to build a defensive patent stance. From one perspective, small firms have even more of an incentive than large firms to acquire patents to prevent litigation. Because large firms are often repeat players, they are more often engaged in cross-licensing of patents and other market activities—such as participation on standards-setting committees—that offer advantages in settling disputes in the absence of litigation. Smaller firms, especially startups, are by and large industry outsiders without these means of coordination. Indeed, there is empirical evidence showing that the size of a small firm's patent portfolio is a significant determinant of its ability to avoid litigation.

F. Patent Bullying

Even for large firms holding stockpiles of patents, competitors sometimes engage in prolonged patent "wars." One example is the recently settled worldwide litigation between the two wireless companies, Broadcom and Qualcomm. If competitors assert strong patents that are


68. See Lanjouw & Schankerman, supra note 51, at 57.

69. See id. at 47–48, 57–58.


71. See Jonathan Sidener, Qualcomm Says Competitors Conspiring in Patent Dispute, San Diego Union-Trib., Mar. 21, 2008, at C1. Qualcomm and Broadcom recently settled most of this litigation. See Brooke Crothers, Qualcomm, Broadcom Reach $891 Million
likely to stand up at trial, and the parties are battling to maintain supra-
competitive prices, presumably the patent system effectively fulfills its
aim of providing appropriate ex post incentives to encourage ex ante in-
vention. However, when the patents are weak, in the sense that the
patentee is unlikely to prevail, the patent system may not function opti-
mally because of the uncertainty and high costs involved in patent
litigation.72

Thus, it may be that incumbents can strategically exploit weak pat-
ents to prevent competition from potential entrants. The story of Vonage
is illustrative. Vonage, founded in 2000,73 was one of the first of a new
wave of telecom startups to provide voice services over the Internet
through traditional telephone handsets.74 After wide-scale initial market-
ing, Vonage secured two million subscriber lines by 2006, many of
which had been switched from the incumbent telecom carriers, includ-
ing Verizon, AT&T, and Sprint.75 These incumbents responded by asserting
patent infringement claims against Vonage.76 Despite a belief among in-
dustry observers that the carriers' patents were invalid or not infringed,77
Vonage ultimately settled the cases for roughly $200 million,78 about a
quarter of its annual revenues.79 Since settling the lawsuits, Vonage's
marketing expenditures have lessened and its subscriber growth has
slowed, causing in part a nearly 90% decline in the company's value.80


73. In certain foreign jurisdictions, like the United Kingdom, fee-shifting and other
procedural rules may constrain litigation costs, making the effect of weak patents much less
severe. See Morag Macdonald, IP: IT and Telecoms: Beware of the Troll, LAWYER, Sept. 26,
2005, at 26, available at 2005 WLNR 15209913 (describing common litigation policies that
lessen the sting of weak patents in Europe, such as fee-shifting and bars to contingent-fee
arrangements).

q/is?s=VG (last visited Dec. 31, 2007 data).

75. See Mike Masnick, AT&T Joins the Party of Jealous Telcos: Sues Vonage for Patent
184443.shtml.

76. See id., with one of the authors performing legal work for Vonage in the AT&T case. All of
the information provided on Vonage herein is publicly available.


78. See David Shabelman, Some Hope for Vonage, THEDEAL.COM, (Nov. 9, 2007),
available at Lexis-Nexis, News-All file; see also Seth Wallis-Jones, Growth Slows but Vonage
Trims Losses on Path to Profits, GLOBAL INSIGHT, Feb. 14, 2008; Vonage Holdings Corp.,
Although there are other reasons for Vonage's decline, the sapping of significant revenues early in its technology and product trajectory drained resources from its research, development, and marketing—each of which is important for long-term success.\textsuperscript{81}

G. "Blocking" and "Preemptive" Patenting

A company seeking to avoid a situation like that faced by Vonage may seek patents to preempt competitors from gaining patent protection over the company's own inventions.\textsuperscript{82} Since invention in and of itself does not count as prior art if it is "abandoned, suppressed, or concealed,"\textsuperscript{83} another later-patenting inventor is permitted under law to prevent the earlier inventor from using the invention (by claiming infringement against the earlier inventor who maintained the invention as a secret).\textsuperscript{84} While open publication of an invention provides a means of preempting later patenting by others, this option tends to undercut the inventor's option value in the invention and thus is not commonly used.\textsuperscript{85}

Inventors also may seek so-called "blocking" patents that have the unique feature of preventing a competitor company from realizing the full value of its own patents.\textsuperscript{86} This strategy is built upon the reality that patents do not provide an affirmative right to "use, sell, and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{83} 35 U.S.C. § 102(g)(2) (2000).
\item \textsuperscript{84} Note that there is a narrow exception in certain situations of "prior use" involving business methods. See 35 U.S.C. § 273(b)(1) (2000) (limiting the "prior use" exemption to business methods reduced to practice at least one year before the effective filing date of the patent and commercially used before the effective filing date of the patent).
\item \textsuperscript{86} Stephen C. Glazier, Patent Strategies for Business 34 (2008) (describing this "picket fence" strategy).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
manufacture." Instead, patents are "negative" rights that endow their owners with a right to exclude infringers from "using, selling, and manufacturing." In this way, Company X may file for patents on improvements to Company Y's patented products, even if those improvements technically fall within the scope of Company Y's patents. In that circumstance, Company Y's and Company X's patents will "block" one another, thus preventing each company from using, making, and selling the improvements. Because this strategy requires technical and legal sophistication, small entrepreneurial startups may use it less commonly than larger companies. Nevertheless, where patenting is more common, such as in the biotechnology and semiconductor sectors, experienced board members or attorneys may counsel startup executives to follow a "blocking" patent strategy.

H. Patents as Foils

Because both technology and market environments can be fraught with uncertainty, companies may pursue patenting strategies to confuse, or even mislead, competitors, market analysts, or journalists that might be reading patents and applications to predict the emergence of new products or services. For example, the publication of Apple Inc.'s applications and patents are routinely reported upon by media outlets intent to predict the arrival of new products. Companies can use the equivalent of an information strategy to mislead competitors as to the technological direction the company is taking, and its planned forthcoming products and services, by planting a false and misleading trail of patent disclosures. One study of patenting by large companies completed in the 1990s

90. See id.
showed that this strategy was not uncommon. Because startups are more financially constrained than their larger counterparts, however, it stands to reason that pursuit of such a strategy—which would require intensive patenting—would be less common.

I. Patents as Substitutes for Nondisclosure Agreements

While it may seem antithetical to the disclosure role of patenting, another purpose of seeking patents is to maintain secrecy before the patent is published. Because a patent can often prevent copying by third parties, a patent may effectively serve as a non-negotiable form of non-disclosure agreement (NDA), usually protected by broad injunctive relief. NDAs are agreement used by employers to restrict the disclosure or use of confidential information by employees or third parties. It is not uncommon for technology companies to require new hires, especially technical employees like engineers, to sign as part of the employment agreement a nondisclosure provision that prevents the hire from disclosing or using knowledge gained during employment not in the public domain. Companies collaborating in a research joint venture also commonly use NDAs to prevent the employees of the partner firm from disclosing learned information and know-how. Moreover, inventors often seek NDAs from third parties during licensing, commercialization, or investment negotiations.

While NDAs are useful, patents may offer a stronger “fix” to the problem of employee information disclosure. First, although NDAs can provide for injunctive relief, the protections are generally limited to preventing information disclosure and often do not extend—unlike patenting—to the manufacture and sale of a product incorporating the information. Second, proving that there has been a breach of the NDA contract is often difficult. Third, commercial partners may refuse to

93. See British Technology Group, IPR Market Benchmark Study (1999) (prepared by Business Planning & Research International) (on file with author) [hereinafter BTG Study] (finding that about 20% of the respondents engaged in such a strategy).


95. See id.

96. See id.

97. See id.

98. See, e.g., Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition § 44 cmt. d (1995) (“When the trade secret is narrow in scope and closely related to publicly available information, the injunction should be carefully restricted to the contours of the trade secret in order to avoid encroachment on the public domain.”); Robert Merges, A Transactional View of Property Rights, 20 Berkeley Tech. L.J. 1477, 1498 (2005) [hereinafter Merges, A Transactional View].

sign the NDA contract. A patent offers a solution to these downsides of contract since it (i) binds the world, not just the parties to an agreement; (ii) prevents the use, sale, or manufacture of any product embodying the confidential information; (iii) treats as irrelevant the question of whether the information was stolen; and (iv) typically provides the strong coercion of injunctive remedies. Because patents are advantaged in these ways, and because entrepreneurs may lack negotiating power relative to larger firms, startups may have more incentives to use patents in this manner, especially in their relationships with larger companies. However, once again, financial and resource constraints may make pursuing strategic patenting of this type difficult.

J. “Image is Everything” Patenting

Human psychology and behavior offer a final reason for seeking patents. Inventors may file for patents to validate the value and importance of their ideas: the Patent Office, with its expert technical examiners, may offer credibility by certifying that the idea met the government’s utility, novelty, and nonobviousness standards. According to a popular book for independent inventors, Patent It Yourself, “[s]ome inventors file for and obtain patents mainly for vanity, or the prestige a patent brings.”

Croydon Plastics Co., 378 F. Supp. 806, 814 (E.D. Pa. 1974) (“Plaintiffs in trade secret cases . . . are confronted with an extraordinarily difficult task. Misappropriation and misuse can rarely be proved by convincing direct evidence. . . . Against this often delicate construct of circumstantial evidence there frequently must be balanced defendants and defendants’ witnesses who directly deny everything.”).

100. See, e.g., Merges, A Transactional View, supra note 98, at 1498.

101. Although a patent’s rights do not inhere prior to publication, if a third party uses the pre-publication information in making, selling, or offering to sell a product, it is likely to continue that use beyond the date of publication, which can provide a basis for an infringement claim. See 35 U.S.C. § 154(d)(1) (2000). So, in effect, a patent can substitute for a pre-publication NDA.


103. DAVID PRESSMAN, PATENT IT YOURSELF 8 (2006). Interestingly, in a recent study examining the relationship between the patenting activity of engineers and those aspects of their jobs most important to them, “intellectual challenge” was much more strongly correlated to patenting rates than other factors, most notably economic rewards. Henry Sauermann & Wesley M. Cohen, Duke Univ., Fuqua Sch. of Bus., “I Don’t Work for Money”: The Motives of Scientists and Engineers, Address at the Berkeley Center for Law & Technology March
Whatever view engineers and scientists may have of the past quality of patents issued by the U.S. Patent Office, among the general public, a patent can lend importance to an invention. Companies routinely place “patent pending” tags in their product advertisements (strangely, even if the patent has been granted). While the usefulness of applying the “patent pending” moniker in marketing has apparently escaped rigorous empirical study, at least one commentator has suggested the words have value, and many examples of their use exist.

Apart from direct marketing image, patenting may provide startups with another even-more important type of image: a signal to investors and analysts of the quality of the technical capabilities of the firm. Economic research by Bronwyn Hall, Adam Jaffe, and Manuel Trajtenberg has shown that patents, and particularly highly cited patents, are positively related to the market value of large publicly-traded companies, even after taking account of other factors such as tangible assets and R&D spending. Moreover, other scholars have hypothesized that patenting acts as a signal of quality to investors among small technology companies. While neither of these studies determinatively shows that signaling plays a role in patenting, the findings are suggestive of a role for technology image. Accordingly, it may be that this sort of recognition

104. See Michael Orey, The Patent Epidemic: It's Wasting Companies' Money and Slowing the Development of New Products, BUSINESSWEEK ONLINE (Jan. 9, 2006), http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/06_02/b3966086.htm (last visited Aug. 12, 2010) (suggesting that “[o]ver the past two decades, critics say, the hurdle for passing the obviousness test has been steadily lowered, and the U.S. is now awash in a sea of junk patents.”).
105. It is possible that the “patent pending” signal provides benefits beyond mere reputation or vanity – to the extent that such a signal fosters fear, uncertainty, and doubt over what monopoly rights may erupt in the technology space, competitors may be less inclined to invest in innovating in the area. Peter Menell suggested to one of the authors that perhaps the “patent-pending” phrase is more effective than a mere “patented” tagline, because the former portrays a product so “cutting edge” that not even enough time has passed for the patent to issue.
106. See, e.g., ROBERT C. DORR & CHRISTOPHER H. MUNCH, PROTECTING TRADE SECRETS, PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, AND TRADEMARKS 216 (1995) (“[T]he words patent pending may have substantial psychological or marketing value.”).
is a non-trivial driver of patenting for startup companies looking to improve the image of their products or capabilities.

K. Reasons for Not Patenting

During the last three decades, the number of patent applications filed at the U.S. Patent Office has grown substantially. While scholarly research has pointed to varied reasons for this growth, the associated change in the amount of technological innovation over the same period—both patented and unpatented—is even more speculative. Unfortunately, we cannot know with certainty the quantity or value of unpatented inventions. We can, however, analyze the reasons that may lead inventors, and startup companies, to forgo patent protection on their inventions that are valuable or otherwise objectively patentable.

1. Technology is Perceived as Unpatentable

Some inventors may regard their inventions as unpatentable, because they believe the inventions are either outside the scope of the patent law's subject matter allowance or otherwise obvious in view of the prior art. However, since the scope of patentable subject matter has been quite broad, it is likely that some inventors have been wrong in their beliefs, mistakenly choosing to forgo a patent application. Examples of subject matter that some novices may have mistakenly believed to be unpatentable, but for which patents have issued, include many business methods, such as schemes to avoid paying taxes, and so-called "mental steps" patents, such as a physician's determination of whether an amount

111. See, e.g., Hall, supra note 50, at 2-4 (demonstrating that a significant change occurred in the rate of patenting shortly after the creation of the Federal Circuit); Samuel Kortum & Josh Lerner, Stronger Protection or Technological Revolution: What is Behind the Recent Surge in Patenting? (Nat'l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 6204, 1997), available at http://www.nber.org/papers/w6204 (suggesting that the rise in patenting during the 1990s was primarily due to increased innovation, and not the pro-patent regime created by legal changes).
112. See, e.g., Kenneth M. Bush, Advising Clients: How to Recognize and Protect Intellectual Property, 62 Ala. Law. 380, 380 (2001) (claiming that from large companies down to individual inventors, potential clients often do not understand what is protectable as intellectual property).
113. A related reason for inventors not filing is that they think their inventions should not be patentable on policy grounds. See Graham et al., High Technology Entrepreneurs, supra note 16, at 1314. While these inventors think their inventions would be patentable, they do not file because they believe their inventions should not be patentable. See id.
of a naturally occurring chemical in the body indicates illness.\textsuperscript{115} Although the Supreme Court's recent opinion in \textit{Bilski v. Kappos}\textsuperscript{116} casts doubt on the continuing viability of "pure" business method patents—that is, those that are wholly abstract in nature\textsuperscript{117}—the scope of patentable subject matter remains fairly expansive.\textsuperscript{118}

While those inexperienced in prosecuting patents may see the previous patenting of discrete ideas as a bar to patenting, the more experienced inventors (and their attorneys) realize that discrete inventions may be recombined to create patentable disclosures. Ideas that are seemingly obvious, even to lay observers, have passed muster in the Patent Office.\textsuperscript{119} Amazon.com's "one-click" patent is a favorite example: it claims in essential part "a single-action ordering component . . . in response to performance of only a single action."\textsuperscript{120} So, while novelty and nonobviousness are certainly bars to patenting, the inexperienced may not hold accurate perceptions of their effects. Thus, the least experienced—e.g., first-time inventors and entrepreneurs—may be more likely to underestimate the broad scope of patentability and, as a result, wrongly fail to file a patent.

2. The High Costs of Patenting and Patent Litigation

The law of demand indicates that as prices rise, we will see less demand, suggesting that higher "prices" for patenting (the fees charged by the USPTO and attorneys) will deter inventors from "demanding" these

\textsuperscript{115} See Lab. Corp. of Am. Holdings v. Metabolite Labs., Inc., 548 U.S. 124, 127–35 (2006) (Breyer, J., dissenting). In his dissent, Justice Breyer stated that the Court's dismissal of the case was improvidently granted and reasoned that the claim-at-issue merely "instructs the user to (1) obtain test results and (2) think about them." Id. at 136.


\textsuperscript{117} See id. at 3229–3231.


services (thus bringing fewer patent applications into the process). Opportunity costs tend to exacerbate these direct pecuniary costs: company executives and engineers must spend time in the prosecution of patents instead of attending to their key managerial, design, and innovative functions. Moreover, the value of a company’s patent may be negligible unless it can credibly threaten patent enforcement actions. It may be—if cash constraints are the major driver—that competitors are more likely to infringe the patents of resource-poor startups, on the theory that these companies are less able to enforce their rights. To the extent that entrepreneurs are more likely to face cash constraints, it stands to reason that, even if the startup files an infringement suit, the case may be settled for less at the margin: without the credible threat of maintaining a patent suit which, on average, can cost each party over $5 million, settlement amounts can be expected to decline. Accordingly, to the extent that entrepreneurs are resource constrained, and patent enforcement is contingent on expending resources (both financial and managerial), startups likely face lower incentives to apply for patents on their inventions.

3. Perceptions that Patents Provide Weak Protection: “Design Arouneds”

It has been said that patents can be a “gigantic waste of time and money.” Some innovators—particularly in some technology fields—believe that patents can be easily “designed around,” a notion that can lead companies to regard patenting as a worthless activity. This view maintains that if the claims of the patent are sufficiently narrow, a third

---

121. See Christensen, supra note 53, at 10.
122. See, e.g., Mann, supra note 27, at 982–83.
123. This credible threat includes the ability to detect infringement in the first instance, which may be very costly itself, especially for patents on internal processes that are not discernable from commercial products. See, e.g., Rebecca S. Eisenberg, Patenting the Human Genome, 39 EMORY L.J. 721, 739 (1990).
124. Conversely, it may be that a small firm faces larger incentives to enforce its patents, since the company’s value may be proportionately more bound to their upstream technological “crown jewels” as compared to their larger counterparts operating in the downstream product markets. See Simcoe et al, supra note 67, at 20.
125. See ECONOMIC SURVEY, supra note 35, at 32.
126. As we noted earlier, some entrepreneurs may compensate for inadequate resources by using contingent-fee attorneys. See supra notes 30–31 and accompanying text. But contingency arrangements are unlikely to be available in all situations in which a third party infringes a valid and enforceable patent.
128. For instance, one software startup company CFO asserts that “[t]here are a lot of ways to work around [software] patents.” Mann, supra note 27, at 978 n.95.
party can escape infringement by making simple changes to the underlying invention while achieving the same functionality.

There is some evidence to suggest, however, that it can be difficult to design around patents, regardless of the underlying technology. First, although the disclosure in a patent must provide a written description sufficient to enable the claims that are drafted, there is some evidence to suggest, however, that it can be difficult to design around patents, regardless of the underlying technology. First, although the disclosure in a patent must provide a written description sufficient to enable the claims that are drafted, in recent years the Federal Circuit has applied the enablement and written description doctrines fairly loosely, particularly outside the biotechnology and pharmaceutical fields. This trend has allowed patentees to broadly claim their inventions, often outside the embodiments disclosed in the patent specification. Second, some courts have construed claims more broadly than their language indicates. Finally, there is no requirement per se that claims be literally infringed—the doctrine of equivalents provides that if the product in question is "insubstantially different" from that claimed or performs "substantially the same function in substantially the same way to achieve substantially the same result" as that claimed, there is nevertheless an infringement. Although the doctrine of equivalents has been reduced in stature in recent years, the incidence of patentee wins under such a theory is not negligible. Given these realities, it may be wise to view any suggestion that patents can be easily avoided with skepticism. Nonetheless, again, an uninformed startup—especially one lacking knowledgeable counsel—may choose to forgo filing an application based on a mistaken view that its claims would be too narrow to provide substantial benefits in the face of aggressive and deep-pocketed competitors.

132. Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 535 U.S. 722, 731 (2002) ("Unimportant and insubstantial substitutes for certain elements could defeat the patent, and its value to inventors could be destroyed by simple acts of copying."); see also Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Prods. Co., 339 U.S. 605, 608 (1950) ("To temper unsparing logic and prevent an infringer from stealing the benefit of the invention' a patentee may invoke this doctrine to proceed against the producer of a device "if it performs substantially the same function in substantially the same way to obtain the same result." ') (quoting Royal Typewriter Co. v. Remington Rand, Inc., 168 F.2d 691, 692 (2d Cir. 1948) and Sanitary Refrigerator Co. v. Winters, 280 U.S. 30, 42 (1929)).
4. Fear of Disclosing Valuable Trade Secrets

The "patent and secret as substitutes" view suggests that an inventor must either keep his invention as a trade secret or disclose it, either during the application process or, at the latest, when the patent issues. Obviously, if an invention can be easily copied or reverse engineered, and is accessible to competitors, then a patentee cannot expect to appropriate much value from trade secret protection. However, if the patentee can keep the invention secret, and unobserved, it may be valuable to forgo patenting in order to avoid disclosure. Moreover, despite the seemingly binary choice between trade secrecy and patenting, in practice a patentee is often able to patent an invention while keeping its "secret sauce" as a trade secret. In part because patent law disclosure requirements tend to be weak, the stark contrast that some scholars present between these two options—the so-called secret-patent divide—is generally much fuzzier in practice.

5. Other Forms of Protection

The last major reason why startup companies may not patent is that they may believe other forms of legal or non-legal protection are adequate, or even superior, given their business strategies. It may be that a patenting strategy is merely redundant given other forms of legal protection over innovations, including copyright, trademark, or contractual

134. See Landes & Posner, supra note 24, at 294–95; Dan L. Burk, Misappropriation of Trade Secrets in Biotechnology Licensing, 4 A.L.B. L.J. SCI. & TECH. 121, 130 (1994) ("For those inventions that are patentable subject matter, concurrent patent protection and trade secret protection are incompatible because the disclosure required by the patent destroys trade secrecy."); see also Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp., 416 U.S. 470, 484–85 (1974) (implicitly assuming that an inventor must make a choice between trade secrecy and disclosure by patenting).

135. An internal manufacturing process, for instance, might be easy to copy, but may not have to see the light of day, and thus be protected from prying eyes.

136. Importantly, trade secret protection does not prevent a third party from copying or reverse engineering a product that it has legally obtained. Unif. Trade Secrets Act §§ 1–3 (1985).


138. See Graham & Somaya, supra note 137.
Patenting by Entrepreneurs

Accordingly, patents may coexist (and not overlap) with these other legal forms of protection, providing at best supplementary rights which do not offer sufficiently improved protection. Patenting may also fail to serve as a sufficient complement to non-legal strategic advantages. A company may enjoy “first-mover” advantages or possess complementary assets, such as production or marketing capabilities, that effectively prevent competition in the market for commercial embodiments of the invention. If these non-legal advantages are strong enough, or if product life cycles are short enough, patenting may be unnecessary or effectively redundant.

II. THE (PAUCITY OF) PRE-EXISTING DATA ON PATENTING BY ENTREPRENEURS

Despite the substantial theoretical literature on why entities decide to patent or not, there is relatively meager empirical evidence about patenting by startup companies, particularly in the United States. This Part begins by briefly reviewing several studies conducted in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s in the United States and Europe of large, mainly publicly traded companies. Then, it explores the handful of empirical studies, some based primarily on anecdote, of patenting by entrepreneurs. Finally, it summarizes the important results of these studies.

A. Surveying Large Company Patenting

One line of studies has surveyed large, mostly publicly traded companies. Although large, established companies clearly differ in many

139. See, e.g., Graham et al., High Technology Entrepreneurs, supra note 16, at 1279–96 (discussing that patenting ranks behind copyright and trademark among software entrepreneurs for securing competitive advantage from their technology innovations).
140. See Graham & Somaya, supra note 137.
141. See Teece, supra note 51. First-mover advantages are particularly relevant in fast-moving industries, such as software and the Internet. See Arti Rai, Addressing the Patent Gold Rush: The Role of Deference to PTO Patent Denials, 2 Wash. U. J. L. & Pol’y 199, 212 (2000) (suggesting that the short business cycle for Internet technologies lends import even to short-lived first-mover advantages).
142. A portion of this Part is adapted from Graham & Sichelman, supra note 21, at 1088–90.
regards from new companies, these studies are instructive not only because they provide initial insights into the reasons why startups do and do not patent, but also because their findings inform the majority of scholars’ views on the topic. In a series of studies in the 1970s and early 1980s, Edwin Mansfield and others reported a statistically significant correlation between firm size and the percentage of inventions that were patented, inferring that out-of-pocket costs are more substantial disincentives to relatively smaller firms. However, in this early period, they reported that firms of all sizes found patenting of relatively limited importance to the profit potential of their innovations, although their studies did not include startups, and they noted that if “very small firms” were included, “the results might be different.” In a late-1980s study by researchers at Yale University of 650 publicly traded companies, respondents reported that preventing product duplication was a substantially more important reason to file patents than securing royalty income. Additionally, the Yale study found that the major factor limiting the effectiveness of product patents was the ability of competitors to invent around claims, followed (in descending order of importance) by the lack of patentability of inventions, the difficulty of enforcing a patent, the disclosure of too much information, the likelihood of invalidation of the patent if challenged, the rapid rate of technological change, the existence of cross-licensing agreements with potential infringers, and the possibility of compulsory licensing of the patent.

An important study organized at Carnegie Mellon University by Wes Cohen, Richard Nelson, and John Walsh in the mid-1990s found that for generally large U.S. companies, the main driver of patenting was preventing imitation, followed by preempting competitors, preventing lawsuits, improving negotiating leverage, enhancing reputation, securing licensing income, and tracking internal performance. Smaller firms were more likely to report patenting to enhance reputation than larger firms. Cohen, Nelson, and Walsh also examined reasons not to patent, determining that the ease of inventing around a potential patent was the primary rationale for foregoing patenting, followed (in descending order of importance) by a belief that the invention was not novel, a reluctance to disclose the information, the cost of applying for the patent, and the

144. Mansfield, Patents and Innovation, supra note 143, at 177.
145. Id. at 175.
146. Levin et al., supra note 143, at 794 tbl.1.
147. See id. at tbl.6. The compulsory licensing requirement—specifically, when the patent is not commercialized within a fixed period of time, usually three years after issuance—is applicable only in certain foreign countries. See PATENTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD §§ 1:19–20 (2008).
148. See Cohen et al., supra note 62, at 47 fig.7, 48 fig.8.
149. Id. at 18, 24.
cost of enforcing the patent. In addition, they found that smaller firms were more likely to forgo patenting than larger firms because of the costs of filing and enforcement.

A survey of large European companies in the early 1990s also found that preventing imitation was the most important reason for patenting, followed (in descending order of importance) by improving bargaining leverage in negotiations, preempting patenting by others, securing licensing revenues, protecting international market expansion, and signaling internal employee performance. Another study of primarily large German firms found that the largest ones were more apt to engage in strategic patenting—that is, patenting for reasons other than preventing copying or maintaining supernormal profits—than smaller firms. Smaller firms, on the other hand, were more likely than larger ones to use patents for reputational purposes, such as improving their company and technological image.

Despite their valuable findings, these studies failed to investigate and explain why startups patent. Moreover, significant shifts have occurred in industry and innovation dynamics since these surveys were completed, including the rise of the software and biotechnology industries, which have grown on the heels of important legal decisions in the early 1980s. Finally, there have been major changes in the patent law

150. Id. at 14–15 & fig.5.
151. See id. at 15–16.
154. Id. at 664–65.
155. The Mansfield study focused on “firms with about $25 million or more in sales, not very small ones.” Mansfield, Patents and Innovation, supra note 143, at 174. The Yale study used a ranking of companies with R&D expenses greater than 1% of sales or $35 million in 1981. Levin et al., supra note 143, at 819. Similarly, the Carnegie Mellon study surveyed eligible labs in the Directory of American Research and Technology as well as other publicly traded firms, oversampling Fortune 500 companies. Cohen et al., supra note 62, at 4. Additionally, the published results of the Cohen study were limited to firms “with at least $5,000,000 in sales or business units of at least 20 people.” Id. at 5. The Blind study included a “high share of very large, actively patenting companies.” Blind et al., supra note 153, at 660.
landscape, including the emergence of so-called "patent trolls," shifting case law from the Federal Circuit and the Supreme Court, and a significant upward trend in overall patenting and in the hazards of litigation. In sum, although these surveys may provide instructive background on what the patenting behavior of new, embryonic firms looks (or looked) like, they are certainly far from conclusive.

B. Few Targeted Studies on Entrepreneurial Patenting

1. Some Scattered Anecdotes

Perhaps the most prevalent form of data on entrepreneurial patenting to date has come from anecdotes available in scattered magazines, newspapers, blogs, congressional hearing reports, and—less commonly—law reviews. In an influential article, Ronald Mann summarizes a series of sixty interviews with firm managers, venture capitalists, angel investors, and attorneys concerning the role of patents in private, venture-backed software firms. From these interviews, Mann draws several conclusions. First, he finds that patenting does not significantly benefit the ability of these firms, especially those at very early stages, to earn supernormal profits, because the firms typically have not commercialized their patents. Buttressing this result is the finding that these young firms cannot afford to enforce their patents. Mann also recounts that interviewees believed that software patents—especially “product” patents—are easy to “design around” with non-infringing technology and are subject to rapid obsolescence, further diminishing their value. On the other hand, Mann notes that a number of his later-stage interviewees file for patents to “barter” in cross-licensing agreements and to generate (often significant) revenue from one-way licensing. Second, Mann concludes that patents substantially distract these firms “from the central task of designing and deploying a product.” Third, he finds that patents

157. See sources cited supra note 41.
160. See Mann, supra note 27.
161. See id. at 978–79.
162. See id. at 981.
163. See id. at 978–79, 988.
164. Id. at 985–86, 990.
165. Id. at 962, 983.
can play important "signaling" roles in later-stage fundraising and exit events, such as IPOs or acquisitions, or even in bankruptcy. Fourth, he finds little to no evidence that patent thickets—large groups of third-party patents that potentially block innovators from performing research, development, and commercialization—have hindered the innovation of young software firms. Although Mann's study filled an important gap in the literature, because of the small size of his non-random sample, the results may not accurately represent the population of venture-backed software companies. Indeed, as we explain in Part III, our data cast serious doubt on a few of his findings.

In a similar study in Denmark, Lee Davis interviewed 34 very small firms (averaging about 20 employees) in the telecommunications, software, and biotechnology industries to determine their patenting behavior and strategy. Davis found that many software companies did not patent, because their managers felt their inventions "did not fulfil [sic] the criteria of patentability." Additionally, relative to other industries, software firms found the process of patenting to be a distraction from core R&D activities. Managers of biotechnology firms, on the other hand, reported high rates of patenting and noted the importance of patents to investors. Furthermore, Davis found that biotechnology firms engaged in sophisticated strategies, such as filing for patents to create preemptive fences around existing technologies and to block competitors from improving their products. For telecommunications firms, respondents reported higher rates of patenting for product than process inventions, because of the relative ease of reverse engineering product inventions by competitors. Although these findings are valuable, like Mann's interviews, the small number of respondents makes interpretation problematic. Moreover, the restricted (at best) availability of software patents in Europe causes Davis' results to be of less assistance in understanding patenting by U.S. software entrepreneurs.

166. See id. at 993–96, 998. However, Mann perceives no "information benefits" from patents to pre-revenue startup companies. See id. at 998.
167. See id. at 1002–09.
169. Davis, supra note 168, at 11.
170. See id. at 14.
171. See id. at 12.
172. See id.
173. See id.
2. Assessments of Archival Data

Other studies have mined publicly available archival data to elucidate the role of patenting in the evolution of small companies. Josh Lerner examined the patenting behavior of young biotechnology firms and found an inverse relationship between companies' decisions to patent and increasing patent litigation costs. In particular, he found that firms with relatively little litigation experience and low paid-in capital—factors that he used as proxies for the increased burden of potential litigation costs on the firm—avoided patenting in more competitive technological fields. Additionally, he showed that firms sensitive to litigation costs tend to avoid technological fields dominated by less cost-sensitive firms. Thus, based on Lerner's results, it appears that less battle-worn, less well-capitalized firms tend to channel their patenting activity to relatively untapped technological areas.

A number of studies have examined the relationship between entrepreneurs' patenting and financing. David Hsu and Rosemarie Ziedonis used existing data to demonstrate that, for early-stage semiconductor companies, holding patents is associated with higher valuations by investors. In a complementary study, Iain Cockburn and Megan MacGarvie found that the growth in software patenting has prolonged the funding cycle for some companies, and determined that companies' IPOs may be delayed in technologies characterized by dense patenting. Similarly, Ronald Mann and Tom Sager showed that increased patenting by a given software company is significantly correlated with total investment, the number of financing rounds, and firm longevity. Several other studies have yielded similar results.

In sum, while these studies are illustrative of small-firm patenting, they do not systematically address the drivers of patenting by startups.

176. *See Lerner, supra* note 174, at 465, 483-84.
177. *See Hsu & Ziedonis, supra* note 54.
180. *See sources cited supra* note 56.
181. Moreover, because these studies relied upon archival data, they are at best a proxy for firm strategy and behavior.
Unfortunately, other than data on issued patents and pending applications available from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, there has been no comprehensive data available on the dynamics of U.S. firm patenting, licensing, and litigation among startup companies. However, as we discuss next, a few studies have examined select aspects of small firm patenting, especially in Europe.

3. Surveying Small Firm Patenting

Giorgio Sirilli surveyed inventors in Italy in the 1980s, mainly focusing on their personal backgrounds and invention processes. However, in the course of this work, he asked why inventors’ firms filed for patents. Sirilli found that for firms of twenty or fewer employees (representing about 110 inventor respondents), 59.3% filed their patents for “protection against competition,” 29.2% for “profits from sale or license concessions,” and 11.5% for “marketing promotion.” For firms with 21–500 employees (representing about 120 inventor respondents), the figures were 70.5%, 16.4%, and 13.1%, respectively. Sirilli interprets “protection against competition” as smaller firms’ ability to obtain a “monopoly over the technology which could be exploited by others,” indicating that while these firms use patents as a mechanism for maintaining supernormal profits, they are somewhat less concerned with doing so than larger ones. It is interesting to note in these results that, at least in Italy in the 1980s, patenting by small- and medium-sized companies tended to be more focused on “marketing promotion”—a reputational basis—than their larger counterparts.

In the late 1990s, William Kingston undertook a survey of patent-holding European small- and medium-sized enterprises (“SMEs”) to assess their ability to enforce their patents. He identified over 4,000 SMEs holding at least one patent issued from 1994–1997, of which nearly 600 completed questionnaires. While the survey focused on...
enforcement of issued patents, some of his findings suggest smaller firms' reasons for patenting. Kingston found that the cost of litigation had a "very big" effect on decisions to invest in invention for 13% of the respondents and a "significant" effect for 36% of them. 189 He also noted that in telephone and personal interviews, employees at small firms reported suffering from noticeable levels of distraction in undergoing the patenting process. 190

Also in the late 1990s, a U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) report surveyed nearly 200 small firms in the automation, biotechnology, materials, subassemblies, testing and measurement, and telecommunications industries, of which about twenty-five percent were less than ten years old. 191 Although the survey did not ask respondents why they patented, it did ask them to address possible limitations of patent protection. 192 The most important reason given was that enforcement costs were too high, followed (in descending order of importance) by the ease of inventing around the patent, the expense of acquiring a patent, and the rapid pace of technological change making patents obsolete. 193

More recently, several researchers surveyed European inventors listed on more than 9,000 European Patent Office patents in the "PatVal" study. 194 Although the study did not examine why inventors and their firms filed for patents, it did ask how issued patents were ultimately used. For small firms of less than 100 employees (representing about 1,200 respondents), 56% used the patents "internally," i.e., to prevent copying and to maintain supernormal profits; 15% out-licensed the patents to others for commercialization; 6.9% used the patents both

(2009). In Europe, however, "small entities" are limited to 250 or fewer employees. See KINGSTON, supra note 187, at 17.

189. See KINGSTON, supra note 187, at 9.

190. See id. at 40–41. As an extension to this survey work, Kingston and Kevin Scally later investigated characteristics of small firm patenting from 1994 to 2003 by examining Patent Office databases in a variety of countries, including the United States, OECD countries, Israel and Taiwan. See WILLIAM KINGSTON & KEVIN SCALLY, PATENTS AND THE MEASUREMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS: NEW DATA ON THE USE OF PATENTS BY UNIVERSITIES, SMALL FIRMS AND INDIVIDUAL INVENTORS 3–11, 93 (2006). While this study focused on total patent counts, citations, and other characteristics of issued small firm patents, it did not investigate why firms decide to file for patents (or not). Cf. Fernand Amesse et al., The Individual Inventor and the Role of Entrepreneurship, 20 RES. POL’Y 251 (1991) (surveying individual inventors but not addressing why inventors file for patents).


192. See id. at 55–59.

193. See id. at 58.
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internally and for out-licensing; 3.9% cross-licensed them; 9.6% used them to strategically block competitors; and 8.8% put them to no use.\textsuperscript{195} Compared with medium-sized and large firms, small firms showed much higher rates of out-licensing and cross-licensing, but much lower rates of non-use and blocking competitors.\textsuperscript{196}

Unlike the large firm studies and anecdotal accounts, these studies begin to address the drivers of patenting by entrepreneurs. Nonetheless, they are subject to significant limitations. First, the Sirilli and SBA studies included very small numbers of respondents (about 200–250) across a variety of industries.\textsuperscript{197} Although larger than the sample sizes used in Mann’s and Davis’ interviews of startup firms, the industry breadth may be too wide and the number or respondents too small to guarantee generalizable results. Second, while the recent PatVal study of European firms included about 1,200 small firm respondents, the sample was composed solely of inventors to whom patents had been issued.\textsuperscript{198} By excluding firms with no patents and collecting answers solely from scientists and engineers—employees who may not be driving the patenting process—this study may be biased. Third, although all of these studies focused on small firms, the samples were not limited to young firms, instead including firms of all ages. Fourth, two of the studies were limited to firms based in Europe, where incentives to patent likely differ from those in the United States. Thus, these studies—like the large-firm surveys and anecdotal literature—provide valuable background to the questions at hand, but not definitive findings.

C. Summarizing the Results

Although a systematic study of the drivers of patenting by entrepreneurs has been lacking, we summarize previous relevant studies in Table 1. This table provides a summary of not only the studies described earlier, but also several others, focusing on those surveys that examined in any way the reasons for companies to patent. The target sample and year of the study is listed in the heading column (with a parenthetical to indicate whether the data relate to product or process inventions, when applicable). Each reason assessed in a given study is ranked according to its overall importance to patenting as stated by the respondents.\textsuperscript{199}

\textsuperscript{195} See id. at 43, 104 tbl.A.2.

\textsuperscript{196} See id. at 43 tbl.3.13.

\textsuperscript{197} CorDES ET AL., supra note 191, at 10; see Sirilli, supra note 182, at 158.

\textsuperscript{198} GamBARDELLA ET AL., supra note 194, at 24, 104 tbl.A.2.

\textsuperscript{199} Many of the studies used different response scales and types. In order to compare responses across the studies, we have ordered the responses for each study according to numerical rankings.
Categories marked “N/A” indicate that the option was not offered to the respondents in the corresponding survey.  

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF STUDIES EXAMINING MOTIVES TO PATENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevent Copying</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preemptive Patenting</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiating/Cross-Licensing/Firm Reputation/Litigation Defense</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>7, 9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signaling: Technical &amp; Product Image</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signaling: Employee Performance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signaling: Financing/Capital</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6, 10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure License Fees</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry into Foreign Markets</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 1 indicates, the top reason for patenting across all studies was to prevent copying. Although copying is not required for a patent infringement claim, this rationale may be broadly understood as reflecting

---

200. A few minor categories on some of the surveys have been omitted. When overall scores were identical, the numerical ranking shown in the table is the same.

201. Specifically, the OECD study asked about changes in the significance of these factors in the last ten years. See Blind, supra note 153, at 659.

202. See id. at 662–63.

203. See id. at 659 (citing WISSENSVERBREITUNG UND DIFFUSIONS DYNAMIK IM SPANNUNGSFELD ZWISCHEN INNOVIERenden UND IMITIERenden UNTERNEHMEN (H.J. Schalk et al., eds., 1999)).


205. See Cohen et al., supra note 62, at 4, 47 fig.7, 48 fig.8 (noting that the available data in their working paper are restricted to larger companies in their sample).


207. See ARUNDEL, supra note 152.


209. Some studies divide preemptive patenting in “offensive” and “defensive” variants, depending on whether the preemption is used to “block” other firms from practicing their technologies or to merely prevent other firms from encroaching upon the patentee’s own endeavors. See Blind, supra note 153, at 659. We report both categories together for those studies.
the classical reason of maintaining supracompetitive prices by preventing competitors from selling the same or a substitute product. The next most common reasons—with the exception of the results of the 2003 study of German companies—were acquiring patents for cross-licensing and for other defensive reasons as well as preemptive patenting to maintain freedom to operate and to block competitors from improving their products. Signaling and entry into foreign markets followed, with securing licensing fees coming last or near-to-last in almost all of the surveys.

In Table 2, we summarize findings of reasons not to patent, including studies that examined why patents might be of limited effectiveness, as the two topics tend to overlap. Again, when a category is marked "N/A," that option was not offered to the respondents in the corresponding survey.

### Table 2
**Summary of Studies on Reasons Not to Patent**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Inventing Around Patent</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reluctant to Disclose Information Required for Patenting</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Patentable (general)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Patentable (invalid for novelty, obviousness, or other reasons)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty and Costs of Enforcing Patent</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty and Costs of Acquiring Patent</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6, 10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Change Too Rapid for Patent to Be Effective</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry into Foreign Markets</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did Not Want to Become Subject to Legal Restrictions on Licensing (e.g., compulsory licensing)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Already Cooperating with Competitors (e.g., through joint ventures or cross-licenses)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 2 indicates, the most common reason for not filing a patent application is the ease of inventing around the patent's claims, except for the study that focused on small firms, which placed the costs and

---

²¹⁰ Alternatively, supracompetitive profits may arise by preventing competitors from lowering their costs of production or distribution of a given product. See supra Part I.A.
²¹¹ See CORDES, supra note 191, at 55–58.
²¹² See Harabi, supra note 208, at 988. Harabi’s study examined why patents might be of limited effectiveness. See id.
²¹³ See Cohen et al., supra note 62, at 45 fig. 5.
²¹⁴ See DUGUET & KABLA, supra note 206, at 28 tbl. 7.
²¹⁵ See Levin et al., supra note 143, at 803 tbl. 5. Levin’s study examined why patents might be of limited effectiveness. See id.
difficulty of enforcing the patent as the primary obstacle to filing. The next reasons (in descending order of importance) were the reluctance to disclose the information required for patenting and the perceived lack of patentability of the invention, with the remaining reasons seeming to follow no particular pattern.

III. THE DESIGN, RESPONSE RATES, AND RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 2008 BERKELEY PATENT SURVEY

A. The Sample and Survey Design

Prompted by the lack of adequate data and the changing patent environment, the authors and other investigators developed and administered the first targeted survey in the United States of startup and early-stage companies' interactions with the patent system. Formally titled the “The 2008 Berkeley Patent Survey: Entrepreneurial Companies and the Patent System,” it includes a variety of questions centered on how patenting, patent licensing, and patent litigation relate to company innovation, capital formation, business strategies, competition, and alternative forms of intellectual property protection.

The survey was administered by mail, e-mail/Internet, and telephone from June 2008 through December 2008 to top managers at over 15,000 U.S. “entrepreneurial companies”—i.e., firms that were founded in the United States during the last ten years—in the biotechnology, medical device, software and Internet, and hardware (including computer, semiconductor, and telecommunications equipment) sectors. Our sample frame was drawn from two prominent databases—Dun & Bradstreet

---

216. See Enno Masurel, Patenting Behaviour by SMEs, 2 INT. J. ENTREPRENEURSHIP & INNOVATION MGMT. 574, 574 (2002) (reporting that Dutch small- and medium-sized enterprises found patenting costs “too high”).

217. For a description of the survey’s genesis, including the rigorous process used to develop and test the survey, see Graham & Sichelman, supra note 21, at 1091–96. A portion of this section is adapted from that article. See id.

218. Our research team understood that there are varying conceptions of the “entrepreneur” and “entrepreneurial firm.” See Graham et al., High Technology Entrepreneurs, supra note 16, at 1266–67. After much consideration, we decided to follow Daniel Spulber’s view of entrepreneurs as those persons central to the formation of new firms, thereby focusing on the young company as the unit of analysis. See id. (citing DANIEL F. SPULBER, THE THEORY OF THE FIRM: MICROECONOMICS WITH ENDOGENOUS ENTREPRENEURS, FIRMS, MARKETS, AND ORGANIZATIONS 156–57 (2009)).

219. Our analysis of companies that received venture funding during the last ten years shows that over 75% are classified into the primary industries “information” (61%) and “health” (15%). VENTUREXPERT (THOMSON), http://vx.thomsonib.com/NASApp/VxComponent/VXMain.jsp. (last visited Nov. 12, 2010). For the hardware industry, we only sampled venture-backed firms. Because of the large number of software firms founded during the period of interest, we randomly selected 25% of those firms to include in our sample.
(D&B) and VentureXpert (VX) (Thomson)—using both the Standard Industry Classification (SIC) and North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) to identify companies in relevant industries. The survey spanned about thirty questions, including several on motivations to patent\(^{220}\) and to forgo patenting.\(^{221}\) Additionally, we inquired about each respondent company’s background, revenues, number of employees, innovation focus, and patent ownership and use.

Based upon our interviews and a review of the literature, we hypothesized before collecting our data that “securing investment” would rank highly on the list, along with “preventing others from copying.” For later-stage startups, we predicted that “improving chances/quality of liquidity” and “obtaining licensing revenues” would play a greater role than for early-stage companies. We also stated that we would be

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Motivation & Very Important & Moderately Important & Slightly Important & Not at all Important \\
\hline
Preventing others from copying our products or services & ✓ & ◐ & ◐ & ✓ \\
Improving our chances of securing investment & ✓ & ◐ & ◐ & ø \\
Obtaining licensing revenues & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
Improving chances/quality of liquidity (e.g., acquisition/ipo) & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
Preventing patent infringement actions against us & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
Improving negotiating position with other companies (for example, cross-licensing) & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
Enhancing company’s reputation/product image & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
Other (specify) & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

220. The 2008 Berkeley Patent Survey: Entrepreneurial Companies and the Patent System (on file with authors). The question regarding motivations to patent read as follows:

Q: How important or unimportant have the following been to your company in seeking patent protection in the United States:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Motivation & Very Important & Moderately Important & Slightly Important & Not at all Important \\
\hline
da. Did not want to disclose information & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
b. Cost of getting the patent, including attorneys’ fees & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
c. Competitors could have easily invented around the patent & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
d. Believed that trade secret was adequate protection & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
e. Cost of enforcing the patent, including actions in court & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
f. Did not believe the technology was patentable & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
g. No need for legal protection & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ & ◐ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Q2: Which of these was the most important reason not to patent?

221. Id. The questions on forgoing patenting read as follows:

Q1: Thinking about the last major technology innovation that your company did not patent, which if any of the following influenced your company’s decision not to patent? (Please check ✓ ALL that apply)

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|}
\hline
Reason & ✓ \\
\hline
a. Did not want to disclose information & ◐ \\
b. Cost of getting the patent, including attorneys’ fees & ◐ \\
c. Competitors could have easily invented around the patent & ◐ \\
d. Believed that trade secret was adequate protection & ◐ \\
e. Cost of enforcing the patent, including actions in court & ◐ \\
f. Did not believe the technology was patentable & ◐ \\
g. No need for legal protection & ◐ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Q2: Which of these was the most important reason not to patent?
“somewhat surprised” if many startups were filing for patents to improve their position in negotiations, such as cross-licensing deals.\textsuperscript{222}

B. Response Rates and Respondent Characteristics

1. Survey Response Rates

Overall, our response rate for firms actually residing at the address provided from our data sources is 9.8%—specifically, 8.3% for Dun & Bradstreet firms and 12.4% for VentureXpert firms.\textsuperscript{223} Additionally, when we conducted our phone campaign—calling about 13% of our initial non-respondents—many phone lines had been disconnected and numerous addressees (to whom we had mailed the initial survey) had moved. Taking these factors into account, our effective response rate increases to 12.3%—specifically, 10.7% for D&B firms and 16.6% for VX firms. Within industries, our effective response rate for D&B biotechnology and medical device firms was 23.7% (105 responses total); for VX biotechnology and medical device firms, 24.2% (139 responses); for D&B software and Internet firms, 8.9% (535 responses); and for VX software, Internet, and hardware firms, 15.6% (242 responses).

Although these response rates are low, rates of this magnitude are fairly common for surveys of small firms.\textsuperscript{224} Indeed, given that the majority of respondents were CEOs and CTOs, whose time is in high demand in the startup environment, we believe that our response rates would likely have been difficult to increase. Of course, any low response rate raises the potential for bias and skew, which we discuss in the next section.

2. Characteristics of Respondents

Using data from Dun & Bradstreet, Thomson’s VentureXpert, and the U.S. Patent Office, we were able to compare several different variables of our respondent and non-respondent samples. We tested the mean statistics on attributes such as age, size, geographic location, and patents held—and, when available, annual revenue and features of the company’s venture funding. Generally, the differences in these variables are not statistically significant at conventional levels. Some notable exceptions are geography (in general, our respondents

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{222}} Graham & Sichelman, \textit{supra} note 21, at 1096.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{223}} For additional discussion of response rates, see Graham et al., \textit{High Technology Entrepreneurs}, \textit{supra} note 16, at 1271–1272.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{224}} \textit{See} CORDES ET AL., \textit{supra} note 191, at 10–11 (reporting response rates of 3.8% to 31% on small firm surveys).}
exhibit a "western" bias, with relatively more of our respondent companies coming from the West Coast than the non-respondents), and firm size for medical device firms, which tend to be smaller on average in employee count than non-respondents. However, this difference is primarily driven by large outliers; at the median, our respondent medical device firms have the same number of employees as our non-respondents (five). There are also differences in the levels of patenting and firm revenues—notably in the software sector, which suggest that higher-revenue, higher-patenting firms were more likely to answer our survey—although not at statistically significant levels. Despite these exceptions, our overall findings of little to no significant difference in age, size, and patenting suggest that our respondent companies are not different from the entire random sample of companies, at least in terms of these important characteristic attributes.

It is important to recognize, too, that any bias in our sample is likely present—and in many instances to a greater degree—in previous surveys. First, no previous study tested characteristics of their respondent sample against their non-respondent sample. For

---

225. When we compare the number of employees reported by D&B in their 2008 data, medical device respondents in the D&B sample had an average of fourteen employees versus thirty-eight employees among the non-respondents (significant at the 90% confidence interval).


In a study by Mann and Sager of venture-backed software and biotechnology companies that received their first rounds of funding in 1996–1998, using Patent Office assignment data, they found that as of the end of 2004, biotechnology firms held an average of 5.5 patents. Mann & Sager, supra note 56, at 197. Using Patent Office data, our figures show 4.4 patents for respondent VentureXpert biotechnology firms and 3.8 patents for non-respondent VentureXpert firms of comparable age. Given the average firm age for our sample is about 5.5 years, which is about a year less than Mann and Sager’s average firm age, these numbers accord quite well. Mann and Sager also found that software firms held an average of 0.7 patents. See id. at 197. Using Patent Office data, our figures showed 0.5 patents for respondent VentureXpert computer software, computer services, and Internet firms and 0.7 patents for comparable non-respondent VentureXpert firms.

As we note elsewhere, in general, the number of patents and applications reported to be held by respondent firms greatly exceeds the number of average patents and applications as evidenced by the USPTO databases. See Graham et al., High Technology Entrepreneurs, supra note 16, at 1275. These differences appear to stem primarily from respondents not recording assignments on the USPTO databases. See id. at 1274–76.

example, the frequently cited Carnegie Mellon and Yale Surveys—although they had response rates of about 50%—disclosed no analysis comparing company size, revenues, market capitalization, patenting rates, or other important characteristics of respondents with non-respondents. Second, many prior surveys—especially those undertaken in Europe—drew their samples only from firms with at least one patent, completely ignoring firms that had either never applied for patents or whose applications had been rejected. Conversely, our survey captured non-patenting innovators: For example, a large percentage of our D&B software and Internet firm respondents, 76%, reported holding no patents whatsoever.

Finally, as another test for bias, we used a variety of statistical methods to compare the results of the responses we received from our mailings and e-mails (approximately 1,200) versus those responding to our telephone re-sampling (approximately 130). In this regard, in the first phase of contacting sample firms, we only used mail and e-mail; thus, the firms contacted later by phone can be viewed as a “non-respondent” sample set. Moreover, unlike our mail and e-mail respondents, most of the telephone-based respondents received (and, to a large degree, required) incentive payment in the form of gift certificates in order to motivate their responses. Thus, our comparison set of telephone respondents very likely does not comprise “responsible, good citizens that take surveys”—reflecting instead a group that, despite repeated requests, did not initially respond to our survey. Importantly, based on our testing to date, we have found no statistically significant differences between the responses of these two groups—including comparisons just of software firms, which had the lowest response rates. Given these findings, we believe that we have by and large insulated ourselves from the charge that differences in background characteristics reported above are problematic. In any event, by segmenting our responses by patenting rates and total revenue, we are able to discern and generally compensate for several

228. See Graham & Sichelman, supra note 227.
229. We contacted the original respondents by email and mail from June to August 2008. Telephoning the non-respondents began in September 2008. As mentioned earlier, we attempted to contact about 13% of these non-respondents by telephone.
230. After testing, we determined that a large share of the telephoned sample needed to be motivated by a guaranteed prize—in this case, a $25–50 gift certificate for Amazon.com—to take the survey.
231. Statement by James Pooley, Partner, Morrison & Foerster, to the authors (Feb. 26, 2009) (remarking that the sample may comprise only those “responsible, good citizens that take surveys”).
potential sources of bias. We have done so below and comment on these effects in our analysis.

IV. MAJOR RESULTS REGARDING MOTIVATIONS AND Hindrances TO PATENTING

In this section, we describe the major findings of our study regarding startups' motivations to patent their inventions as well as the reasons they decide to forgo patenting.

A. Preventing Copying is the Primary Driver of Patenting

Respondents reported that preventing others from copying their products and services was their primary reason to seek patent protection. (See Fig. 1.) This motivation remained paramount for cohorts segmented by a variety of characteristics, including dataset (i.e., Dun & Bradstreet and VentureXpert), industry, age, patenting intensity, and total revenues. (See Figs. 2–4.) Thus, we believe that this finding is extremely robust in our data.

232. This discussion assumes, of course, that differences are largely captured by observable characteristics like employees, revenues, and geographical location. There may be unobservable characteristics that drive the use of patenting; our testing cannot account for this possibility.

233. The mean for this response was statistically different from the next most important (securing investment) at a 99% confidence level. When we report confidence levels herein, we describe differences as either at a 90%, 95%, or 99% level, but an actual confidence level may be higher than the reported value.

234. Although high-revenue firms listed preventing copying as the top reason for patenting, those firms rated this reason as less important than low-revenue firms (at 99% confidence level). Because firms with greater revenues have more to lose from copying, this result might seem paradoxical. Yet, examined in view of high-revenue firms' other responses, it becomes sensible; namely, high-revenue firms find patenting less, or of about equal, importance as low-revenue firms for nearly all other listed reasons for patenting. See infra Figure 1. One possible explanation for this result is that the high-revenue firms have more complementary assets, such as developed sales and marketing channels, which reduce their reliance on patenting, than firms with less or no revenue. See Teece, supra note 51.
FIGURE 1
REASONS FOR SEEKING PATENT PROTECTION.235 HOW IMPORTANT OR UNIMPORTANT HAVE THE FOLLOWING BEEN TO YOUR COMPANY IN SEEKING PATENT PROTECTION IN THE UNITED STATES?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Seeking Patent Protection</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevent Others from Copying</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve Chances of Securing Investment</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtain Licensing Revenues</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve Chances/Quality of Liquidity</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevent Patent Infringement Actions</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve Negotiating Position</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance Company’s Reputation</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1=Not At All Important, 2=Slightly Important, 3=Moderately Important, 4=Very Important)

This result is notable because some previous commentators had opined that the high costs of patenting and enforcing patents generally precluded startups from using patents to prevent copying and competition.236 Yet, in line with these commentators, our respondents also indicated that the primary barriers to patenting (on their last major unpatented invention) were precisely the high costs of filing and enforcement.237 This raises a potential dilemma: if startups are highly sensitive to the costs of patenting and enforcement—which can run to millions of dollars—then how can preventing copying and competition be the primary driver of startup patenting?

235. Because this question was limited to respondents that had previously filed at least one patent application, it foreclosed many respondents from answering, so the total respondent size is 559 firms. The standard error of the mean for each response is as follows: prevent others from copying (0.03); improve chances of securing investment (0.04); obtain licensing revenues (0.05); improve chances/quality of liquidity event (0.04); prevent patent infringement actions against us (0.05); improve negotiating position (0.04); and enhance company’s reputation (0.04).

236. See Mann, supra note 27, at 981 (finding that the benefits of patenting to earning supernormal profits are weak for startup software firms, especially for ones at very early stages); cf. Michael J. Meurer, Inventors, Entrepreneurs, and Intellectual Property Law, 45 Hous. L. REV. 1201, 1233 (2008) (“Relative to large firms, small firms face two problems enforcing their IP rights. First, they incur a higher ratio of fixed enforcement cost to variable enforcement cost. Second, they are more likely to face liquidity constraints that influence enforcement activity.”).

237. See infra Part IV.E. Indeed, on average, startups appear to pay roughly double the average for a granted patent. See Graham et al., High Technology Entrepreneurs, supra note 16, at 1311 (reporting that respondent startup firms spend over $38,000 per issued patent).
Wesley Cohen, who administered the Carnegie Mellon survey of primarily large firms in the 1990s, remarked that our result regarding "preventing copying" possibly reflected "socially desirable response bias." Specifically, he raised the issue that respondents may have subjectively believed that the primary policy justification for patents is to prevent copying and simply answered accordingly in their firm-specific responses. Although such a bias might be reflected in our results, there are several reasons to believe that our finding represents actual firm behavior.

First, each decision to file for a patent (or not) involves unique cost-benefit trade-offs. Specifically, while startup firms may be cost-sensitive in general, which prevents filing for patents on many innovations, there is another set of innovations for which the benefits of filing, particularly those stemming from preventing copying, outweigh the costs of filing and expected enforcement costs. The benefits of patenting related to preventing competition will generally vary depending on (1) the expected level of consumer demand for (or cost-savings attributable to) the innovation; (2) the ease of reverse-engineering and copying the innovation; (3) the nature and degree of competition (and potential copying) in the marketplace; (4) the risk profiles of the innovator and its competitors; and (5) the relative amounts of capital the innovator and potential infringers have available to enforce a patent or defend against a claim of patent infringement. Because of the varying nature of these calculations with respect to each specific innovation, it is not inconsistent for our firms to answer that preventing competition—which depends at least to some extent on enforcement—is the primary reason for patenting, while cost is the primary reason for forgoing patenting.

In this regard, firms that answered the "motivations to patent" question necessarily had filed for at least one patent and application, while firms that had never filed for a patent answered the "motivation not to patent" question. When the respondents for this latter question are segmented by patenting propensity, the importance of cost drops substantially for firms with greater patenting intensity—so much so that cost is no longer the primary reason for forgoing patenting. (See Fig. 5 below.) Thus, there may be one class of firms for which the costs of filing and enforcement are simply too high to justify patenting their innovations, and another class for

---


239. Statement by Wesley Cohen, supra note 238.
which the cost-benefit ratio is quite different, presumably justifying patenting primarily to prevent copying and competition.

Second, because patents last twenty years from the date of filing, startup firms need not immediately file an infringement suit in order for a patent to play a primary role in preventing copying. Rather, the only immediate cost to patenting is the cost of filing, which often stretches over several years. Only upon the success of the patented product or process and detected infringement by others—which typically occurs years after filing—will the patentee want to undertake more costly enforcement activities. By that point, the startup may be generating significant revenue and profits, allowing it to fund litigation more easily, or it may have been acquired by a larger, cash-rich firm. For instance, nearly 10% of our respondents had already undergone an acquisition. In this sense, by filing for a patent, startup firms are buying an option to enforce. Importantly, the purchase price of the option is much less expensive than its exercise price. Thus, when reporting that patents are used primarily to prevent competition, managers may be taking into account the long-term interests of their firms.

Third, although litigating to trial is costly, a patentee can often gain significant leverage merely by sending threat letters or putting an accused infringer through the initial stages of litigation. Indeed, a recent study by Gwendolyn Ball and Jay Kesan found that over 50% of patent infringement suits are filed by small firms—namely, those with revenues of less than $10 million per year. Ball and Kesan thus reject the conventional wisdom that small firms are not able to enforce their patents in court. So, while the cost of litigating a patent infringement through to trial (roughly $3–6 million) may generally seem too high for most startups to absorb, effective patent enforcement may occur well short of such expenditures. In fact, only about 5% of patent actions ever reach trial.

Fourth, in qualitative interviews with respondents, managers report "preventing copying" as an important consideration when choosing to patent. For example, this factor strongly motivated the CEO of a respondent software firm to file for patents. She created a piece of software and filed a patent prior to founding her startup in 2003 to market the software. Ultimately, the patent became important to her company’s survival and success. She related:

240. Ball & Kesan, supra note 30, at 13, 33 & tbl.4.
241. See id. at 17.
242. See supra note 35 and accompanying text.
A large public company copied the code of our product and tried to sell it on the market . . . . Without my patent, I wouldn't have been able to stop it . . . [Ultimately], our company settled on the courthouse steps—literally—and we got our expenses covered, picked up a bit of money, and also established a license agreement [with the large company] to license it and pay us royalties.  

In sum, there are several reasons to believe our results are not infected with socially desirable response bias. On this basis, our findings suggest that startup firms are similar to large firms, in that preventing copying is their dominant reason for patenting.  

B. Securing Financing and Improving Valuation are Important Drivers

Our respondents reported that financing and improving valuation upon exit—such as an acquisition or IPO—played a moderately to very important role in their decision to file for patents. (See Fig. 1.) These results stand in stark contrast to surveys of non-startup companies, in which respondents ranked patenting for securing capital as relatively unimportant. Indeed, our finding is consistent with reports in the Carnegie Mellon study that smaller firms tended to rank the importance of patenting to improve firm reputation higher than larger firms. Our finding is also consistent with the studies by social scientists concluding that patenting plays a positive role in valuation during fundraising and upon exit.

Like preventing copying, this result is robust across a variety of firm characteristics, including age, patenting intensity, revenues, type of financing, and industry. As might be expected, there is a stronger tendency by the VentureXpert companies—which are primarily funded by venture capital firms—to rate improving the chances of securing investment and liquidity events as more important compared with the Dun & Bradstreet

---

244. Telephone interview with Anonymous Company Executive (Apr. 2009). Interestingly, the CEO related that copyright was not an effective means for her company to enforce its intellectual property rights against the accused infringer, because of problems surrounding proof of copying. See id. (In accordance with our human subjects protocol for the survey, we agreed not to disclose the identities of our interviewees without their express permission. For further description of post-survey interviews, see Graham et al., High Technology Entrepreneurs, supra note 16, at 1277–78.)

245. See supra Part II.C (summarizing results of large-firm surveys).

246. Another important—though, less desirable—exit event that respondents may have taken into account in responding is bankruptcy. See Nguyen & Maine, Acquiring Innovation, supra note 57.

247. There were no statistically significant differences between the rankings of securing investment and improving the liquidity event, but they differ from the next reason—enhancing company reputation—at a 95% confidence level.

248. See supra Part II.C.

249. See supra note 149 and accompanying text.

250. See supra notes 177–178 and accompanying text.
companies—which are not generally venture-backed. However, the overall order of the reasons listed is the same for each sample set as the aggregate presented in Figure 1.

When respondent firms are segmented by industry, this set of financing reasons remain the second-most important driver of patenting behind preventing copying, but important differences arise. (See Fig. 2.)

**Figure 2**

**Reasons to Patent Within Industries**

How Important or Unimportant Have the Following Been to Your Company in Seeking Patent Protection in the United States?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Biotech</th>
<th>Medical Device</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevent Others from Copying</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve Chances of Securing Investment</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtain Licensing Revenues</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve Chances/Quality of Liquidity</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevent Patent Infringement Actions</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve Negotiating Position</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance Company’s Reputation</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1=Not At All Important, 2=Slightly Important, 3=Moderately Important, 4=Very Important)

Biotechnology and medical device firms list preventing copying as nearly “very important” overall, while (venture-backed) hardware firms,

---

251. The standard error of the mean for each response is as follows (biotech, medical device, software, hardware): prevent others from copying (0.05, 0.05, 0.06, 0.09); improve chances of securing investment (0.08, 0.08, 0.07, 0.09); obtain licensing revenues (0.10, 0.11, 0.08, 0.11); improve chances/quality of liquidity event (0.08, 0.09, 0.07, 0.09); prevent patent infringement actions against us (0.10, 0.09, 0.07, 0.11); improve negotiating position (0.08, 0.09, 0.07, 0.11); and enhance company’s reputation (0.08, 0.09, 0.07, 0.09).
and particularly software firms, place less emphasis on this reason (though still rating it between “moderately” and “very” important). Similarly, biotechnology and medical device firms report patenting to secure investment and to improve the chances and quality of a liquidity event as more important than (venture-backed) hardware firms do and much more important than software firms do.

These results are understandable for several reasons. First, in another survey question, biotechnology and medical device firms rated patents as one of the top mechanisms for capturing competitive advantage from their innovations, while software and Internet companies rated it least important. Arguably, much of the competitive advantage afforded by patents derives from preventing competitors, or potential licensees, from freely using the patented innovation. In this regard, even though patent-holding software and Internet firms rated preventing copying as the primary reason for filing, they ranked almost all of the reasons for patenting as comparatively less important than respondents in other industries. (See Fig. 2.) Second, respondents informed us that investors perceived the importance of patenting to be substantially more important to their investment decisions for biotechnology and medical device firms than software and Internet firms. For example, the VentureXpert biotechnology respondents reported that 97% of venture capital firms indicated that patents were important to their decision to invest, while only 59% of VentureXpert software and Internet firms reported the same. Similar trends held for other types of investors: angel investors (78% for biotechnology and 36% for software), “other companies” as investors, i.e., corporate venture capital (90% and 51%, respectively), and investment banks (81% and 40%, respectively).

These inter-industry differences are generally consistent with previous studies. For example, the Carnegie Mellon study found that patenting was a much more important means of securing competitive advantage to the pharmaceutical and medical equipment industries than

---

252. Our hardware companies are all drawn from the VentureXpert database, while the samples of biotechnology, medical device, and software firms come from both the Dun & Bradstreet and VentureXpert lists.
253. Biotechnology and medical device firms showed statistically significant differences in their mean responses for the importance of preventing copying from hardware and software firms at a 99% confidence level.
254. Biotechnology and medical device firms showed statistically significant differences from hardware and software firms at a 99% confidence level.
256. See id. at 1308.
257. Id.
258. Id.
to the electronic component and semiconductor industries.\footnote{259} However, our findings appear to contradict Ronald Mann’s anecdotal reports that patenting to maintain supracompetitive pricing is not a viable strategy for venture-backed startup software firms.\footnote{260} Specifically, as noted earlier, the software firms in our sample reported that “preventing copying”—which may directly relate to maintaining supracompetitive profits—was “moderately” to “very” important. Moreover, while it is possible that this difference is explained by our software respondents patenting at rates slightly higher than non-respondents, when we account for total company patenting the result does not change qualitatively.\footnote{261} (See Fig. 4 below.)

To be sure, even though startup firms appear to file patents predominately to prevent competition, responses to other survey questions show wide variability among industries in how well patents actually serve this function. For example, while biotechnology firms report that patents are the primary means of “capturing competitive advantage” from their innovations, software and Internet companies rank patents dead last.\footnote{262} Similarly, in another set of survey questions, respondents told us that patents play moderately to very important roles in providing incentives to innovate to biotechnology firms but only slightly to moderately important roles for software firms.\footnote{263} Thus, our results are not diametrically opposed to Mann’s finding on the usefulness of patents in preventing copying for software startups, and instead provide a more nuanced picture of the use of patents in this industry. Moreover, our findings validate with a randomly-sampled survey Mann’s anecdotal observation that startup software firms can use patents to assist in raising financing.\footnote{264}

The inter-industry differences we find in the rated importance of patents as a means to prevent copying raise a thorny question. Specifically, are the differences reflected in the importance of patenting for securing investment and financing mainly driven by (1) the industry-specific utility of patents in preventing competition, or (2) differences in patents’ usefulness in acting as signals for other important capabilities within firms, such as a firm’s ability to codify its engineers’ knowledge? While these questions are best answered in a multivariate context with sophisticated regression analysis, the descriptive statistics here offer some preliminary answers. Because biotechnology and medical device firms rate patenting of top importance in appropriating value from their innovations—and

\footnote{259} See Cohen et al., supra note 62, at 32 tbl.1.\footnote{260} See supra note 162 and accompanying text.\footnote{261} See supra Part III.B.2.\footnote{262} Graham et al., High Technology Entrepreneurs, supra note 16, at 1291–92.\footnote{263} See id. at 1286.\footnote{264} See supra note 166 and accompanying text.
similarly provide relatively high scores for preventing copying as a reason for filing—this finding may be evidence that the classical reason of patenting to prevent competition is a major driver of third-party investment decisions. On the other hand, since software firms rate patenting as the least effective of various means for appropriating value—and similarly provide much lower scores for preventing copying as a reason for filing—this finding may support the view that investor sentiment is primarily driven by patents' signaling qualities. In this regard, that "enhancing firm reputation" was the only reason rated more highly by software firms than biotechnology and medical device companies (see Fig. 2) arguably supports a signaling thesis.

C. Startup Firms, Like Incumbents, Engage in Strategic Patenting

As we noted above, in an earlier article, we stated that we would be "somewhat surprised" if many startups were filing for patents for strategic reasons, such as defending against patent infringement suits or improving their position negotiations, such as cross-licensing deals. We assumed that startup firms, at least outside of the biotechnology industry, were relatively immune to litigation threats and were primarily concerned with licensing out their patents to other firms, as opposed to inbound- or cross-licensing activity. Yet, consistent with the results of the large-firm surveys, our respondent patenting firms rated these strategic reasons as "moderately important" in their decision to file for patents. (See Fig. 1.) This result is a novel and important finding.

Importantly, the smaller firms in our startup sample (as measured by total revenues) found patenting for strategic reasons nearly as important as the larger firms. (See Fig. 3.)

265. See generally Rebecca S. Eisenberg, Patents, Product Exclusivity, and Information Dissemination: How Law Directs Biopharmaceutical Research and Development, 72 FORDHAM L. REV. 477, 479 (2003) (discussing how the uses of patents vary across industries and noting that "while, in some contexts, it may be misleading to say patents confer monopoly power, in pharmaceuticals that statement is pretty accurate").

266. Cf. Burk, supra note 59, at 1018 (suggesting that "the presence of the patent system may tip the scales toward codified rather than tacit transmission" in the software industry, "where the availability of patents is relatively recent compared to the accumulated tacit knowledge in the field").

267. Graham & Sichelman, supra note 21, at 1096; see supra Part III.A.

268. While the means of both of these motivations are significantly different at the 99% confidence level from that of "enhancing reputation," there are no statistically significant differences between the two reasons. Taking the less important reason of this group—"preventing patent actions against us"—there was a statistically significant difference at the 99% confidence level when compared with the next most important reason—licensing.

269. See supra Part II.C.
FIGURE 3
REASONS TO PATENT BY FIRM REVENUE. How important or unimportant have the following been to your company in seeking patent protection in the United States?

Specifically, Figure 3 displays patent-holding firms divided into top and bottom revenue earners (at the sample median of $300,000 per year). As evident in the average responses, defensive patenting was of exactly the same importance for high- and low-revenue firms, while patenting to improve negotiating position was only slightly more important for high-revenue firms. Of course, the kinds of negotiations for firms of different sizes may vary widely—for instance, larger firms may be more apt to bargain over cross-licenses and smaller firms may be more likely to negotiate one-way licenses. Nevertheless, our evidence tends to undercut the argument that strategic patenting is merely the province of the largest firms. We do find, however, that firms with larger patent portfolios were more likely to engage in strategic patenting, which may be an endogenous effect: firms may amass larger patent portfolios because they see value in a cross-licensing strategy, or they may learn about the value of cross-licensing only after acquiring a relatively large portfolio. (See Fig. 4 below.)

270. The standard error of the mean for each response is as follows (low revenue, high revenue): prevent others from copying (0.04, 0.05); improve chances of securing investment (0.05, 0.06); obtain licensing revenues (0.07, 0.07); improve chances/quality of liquidity event (0.05, 0.06); prevent patent infringement actions against us (0.06, 0.06); improve negotiating position (0.06, 0.06); and enhance company’s reputation (0.05, 0.05).

271. The differences between high- and low-revenue firms for improving negotiating position were not statistically significant.
Of course, not only firm size may have an effect on strategic patenting; industry differences may also play an important role. Focusing on specific industries shows that biotechnology, medical device, and hardware firms rated strategic patenting as more important than software and Internet firms did. (See Fig. 2 above.) These results are consistent with Davis’s finding that European biotechnology firms tend to engage in strategic patenting more than other types of firms. Yet, interestingly, biotechnology firms rated improving negotiating position more highly than medical device firms did (see Fig. 2 above), while there was no statistically significant difference in their ratings for defensive patenting. This result may be attributable to the relative importance of licensing in the biotechnology industry, a topic to which we turn next.

D. Obtaining Licensing Revenue is the Least Important Reason for Patenting

A number of commentators have opined that licensing intellectual property is important for firms that lack substantial complementary assets, such as production and marketing capabilities. Because startups typically do not hold such complementary assets—and, hence, do not have the same internal resources to commercialize their inventions as do large firms—one would expect earning licensing revenues would play a more important role in startups’ patenting decisions. Indeed, according to a recent study by Ashish Arora and Marco Ceccagnoli, effective patenting is more likely to encourage licensing by firms that possess fewer complementary assets.

Nonetheless, our respondents reported that the importance of securing licensing revenue was significantly lower than the other reasons, falling between “slightly important” and “moderately important.” While this finding might seem to conflict with the PatVal study of European patentees, which showed that small firms were much more likely to patent to secure licensing revenue than large ones, when we segment our respondent firms by total revenue, high-revenue entrepreneurial firms report that licensing is significantly less important to patenting when compared with low-revenue firms, suggesting that the smallest of the

273. See supra note 172 and accompanying text.
274. This difference was statistically significant at a 90% confidence level.
276. See Arora & Ceccagnoli, supra note 275, at 293.
277. See Gambardella et al., supra note 194, at 39.
small are more likely to rate this reason highly.278 (See Fig. 3 above.) We also find that although licensing is not as important for our respondents relative to other reasons to patent, when we compare our responses with those from the large firm surveys (an approach admittedly fraught with problems), it appears that this driver of patenting is more important for smaller firms than larger ones.279 Moreover, a non-trivial number of our respondents generate all or nearly all of their revenue from licensing. Thus, while our finding that generating licensing revenue is the least important driver of patenting is somewhat unexpected, our results are not inconsistent with studies showing that licensing takes on more prominence for firms lacking complementary assets.

We also find significant inter-industry differences regarding the utility of patents for licensing. Specifically, biotechnology firms place much greater emphasis on patenting to obtain licensing revenue than all other firms, including medical device, (venture-backed) hardware, and software and Internet firms (with these latter segments all roughly clustered together in their rankings).280 (See Fig. 2 above.) These differences may stem from the difficulties startup biotechnology firms face in commercializing their inventions. Indeed, it is well-documented that unlike many startups in other industries, biotechnology startups typically form alliances with incumbents to clear costly regulatory hurdles and bring their innovations to market, thus suggesting that patenting and licensing may generally play a different role in the peculiar industrial organization characteristic of the biotechnology and pharmaceutical sectors.281

Interestingly, firms that had filed larger numbers of patent applications did not rate obtaining licensing revenue as any more important a driver for filing than firms with smaller portfolios. (See Fig. 4.)

278. This difference was statistically significant at a 99% confidence level.
279. See, e.g., Cohen et al., supra note 62, at 47 fig.7.
280. Biotechnology firms showed statistically significant differences from medical device, hardware, and software firms at a 99% confidence level.
281. See Riitta Katila et al., Swimming with Sharks: Technology Ventures, Defense Mechanisms and Corporate Relationships, 53 MGMT. SCI. 295 (2008); Luis Diestre & Nandini Rajagopalan, Are All “Sharks” Dangerous? New Biotechnology Ventures and Partner Selection in R&D Alliances (June 2008) (working paper) (on file with authors). Although medical device firms usually must undergo regulatory approval to market their products, because these firms often rely in large part upon the proven safety of older—but “substantially equivalent”—devices to pass regulatory muster, as well as for other reasons, their costs are generally not as great as those for firms undergoing approval for new biotechnology products. See 21 U.S.C. § 360e(b)(1)(B) (2007) (providing exemptions from pre-market approval for Class III medical devices that are “substantially equivalent” to pre-existing devices); H.R. Rep. No. 101-808, at 14 (1990), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6305, 6307 (noting that 80% of new Class III devices were introduced to the market through the § 510(k) exemption process); Jennifer A. Henderson & John J. Smith, Realizing the Potential for Biomarkers in Imaging: Background and Legal Basis, 60 FOOD & DRUG L.J. 511, 516 (2005) (remarking that the costs of regulatory approval are lower for medical devices than biotechnology products).
Yet, there were notable differences between the groups regarding other motivations to patent. In particular, for the top patent filers, preventing copying is a somewhat more important reason to patent than for firms with low patenting rates. Nonetheless, even the bottom half found preventing copying somewhere between “moderately” and “very” important. There is a more noticeable difference in terms of signaling. For firms with fewer numbers of patents filed, using patents to improve their chances of securing investment or a liquidity event are substantially lower than for firms filing a greater number of patents. Again, however, even for the lower division, these forms of patenting remained nearly “moderately” important. Another noticeable difference arises in the use of patents to improve negotiating position, such as in cross-licensing. Although we showed earlier that startup firms engage in strategic patenting in ways
not unlike large firms, as we mentioned, firms filing more patents are more likely to use patents for strategic reasons.\textsuperscript{285}

Notably, other than for licensing, none of the responses is less than "moderately" important for firms with below-the-median levels of patent filing. As such, we believe that some of our most salient findings in this Article regarding the use of patents by startups—namely, the importance of patents to prevent copying, the use of patents to secure capital and improve exits, and the strategic use of patents for enhancing negotiating position—remain robust to criticisms that our responses may not be capturing those companies that are less interested in patents. Indeed, as we discuss in the next section, many of our respondent firms had never filed for a patent.

E. Cost Is the Major Hindrance to Startup Patenting

A sizable percentage of respondents held no patents or applications whatsoever. For the Dun & Bradstreet firms, nearly 60\% had never filed for a patent—of software firms, roughly 75\% had never filed, though that same percentage of biotechnology firms \textit{had} filed. For the venture-backed, VentureXpert firms, only 18\% had not filed—with 32\% of software firms and 4\% of biotechnology firms holding no patents or applications. Some of these non-filers—such as many of the small software service and "consulting" shops in our respondent sample—might simply not innovate, at least in ways that are potentially patentable (although even non-patenting firms generally reported that innovation was important to their business strategies).\textsuperscript{286} On the other hand, firms that regularly patent may decide to forgo filing for some of their innovations. As we discussed earlier, because hindrances to startup patenting had not previously been thoroughly investigated with empirical data, we inquired of our sample firms why they decided not to patent their most recent major technology innovation.

Figure 5 shows the results from nearly 1,000 respondents.\textsuperscript{287} By asking the respondent to report on its most recent major technology innovation, we intended to secure a sample of discrete decisions about whether to patent potentially patentable innovations. By far, the top reason to forgo patenting on this sample of major innovations was the cost of obtaining

---

\textsuperscript{285} Strategic reasons—namely, improving negotiating and preventing suits—showed differences at a 95\% confidence level.

\textsuperscript{286} But cf. supra Part I.K.1 (noting that many small firms may mistakenly believe their inventions are unpatentable).

\textsuperscript{287} This question could be answered by respondents regardless of whether they had filed for a patent. Because respondents could check one or more of these selections, the percentages for each reason do not add up to 100\%.
the patent, closely followed by the cost of enforcing the patent. These results are similar to those found in the Small Business Administration survey conducted in 1998 of small firms, which listed the same reasons as the most important for forgoing patenting. Additionally, these motivations accord with the finding reported in the Carnegie Mellon study that the smaller firms in their (generally large-firm) sample showed a significantly greater sensitivity to the costs of filing and enforcing patents.

**FIGURE 5**

**REASONS FOR FORGOING PATENT PROTECTION.**

*For that same unpatented innovation, which if any of the following influenced your company’s decision not to patent?*

![Figure 5](image)

As noted earlier, while the ease of inventing around was a prominent reason reported by large companies to forgo patenting in previous surveys, the difficulties and costs of acquiring and enforcing patents tended not to be. Given our earlier findings documenting the relative importance of patenting in startups, not only for maintaining supracompetitive

---

288. The difference between the reported percentage for the costs of acquiring and the costs of enforcing the patent was statistically significant at a 99% confidence level. The costs of enforcing the patent and the ease of inventing around the patent did not show statistically significant differences from one another, but they were statistically significantly different from the next reported reason to a 99% confidence level.

289. See CORDES ET AL., supra note 191, at 55–58.

290. See Cohen et al., supra note 62, at 15–16.

291. The standard error of the mean for each response is as follows: did not want to disclose information (1.51%); cost of getting patent (1.57%); competitors could invent around patent (1.57%); believed trade secret protection was adequate (1.51%); cost of enforcing patent (1.57%); believed technology was not patentable (1.53%); no need for legal protection (1.20%).

292. See supra Part II.C.
profits but also for strategic reasons (especially for increasing bargaining power), the barriers created for entrepreneurs by the high costs of patent prosecution and enforcement arguably present a serious public policy concern. Moreover, high costs are no chimera for these startup firms: another of our survey questions revealed that the average out-of-pocket cost for a respondent firm to acquire its most recent patent was over $38,000. This figure is substantially higher than the averages for patent prosecution reported in the literature, which vary from a low of $10,000 to a high of $30,000. The differences may be attributable to the greater capitalization of venture-backed firms. When firms are segmented by annual revenue, statistically significant differences appear between the highest and lowest quartile in the cost of acquiring a patent as well as the top-half and bottom-half in the cost of enforcing a patent. Older firms were much less sensitive to the cost of acquiring and enforcing patents than younger firms.294 (See Fig. 9 below.) In addition, respondents that reported that patents were fairly effective at allowing them to appropriate value from their innovations—such as biotechnology and medical device firms—were less likely to be sensitive to filing and enforcement costs than firms stating otherwise295—such as those in the software and Internet industry.296 (See Fig. 6 below.)

293. See Mark A. Lemley, Rational Ignorance at the Patent Office, 95 NW. U. L. Rev. 1495, 1498–99 (2001) (estimating the cost of prosecuting a patent to issuance as between $10,000 and $30,000); see also Economic Survey, supra note 35, at 27 (reporting average attorneys’ fees for prosecuting an original patent application, filing one amendment, and issuing an allowed application as between $10,000 and $20,000, depending on the complexity of the technology).

294. These differences were statistically significant at 99% and 95% confidence levels, respectively.

295. It also accords with recent work showing that software litigation may be more costly than other technological fields, because of the abstract nature of software patent claims. See Besen & Meurer, supra note 110, at 164; Dan L. Burk & Mark A. Lemley, Fence Posts or Sign Posts? Rethinking Patent Claim Construction?, 157 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1743, 1760 (2009) (“By contrast, we have a much harder time defining machines in words, and a still harder time writing words that clearly delineate the scope of software inventions.”). Another likely factor explaining these differences is that software firms tended to be smaller than other firms in our sample.

296. These differences were statistically significant at a 99% confidence level. As would be expected, companies with fewer patents were noticeably more sensitive to the cost of get-
Yet, the greater cost-sensitivity of our small-company respondents as compared with those in the large-firm surveys may not be merely a result of more binding capital constraints. As we stated above, our respondents reported significantly higher patent prosecution costs than those for more established firms. In unstructured interviews we conducted with a sample of respondents, one executive at a venture-backed semiconductor firm stated that startups often pay significantly more than incumbents, because startups (1) tend to file for patents on inventions that are more important to the company’s core business model than those filed by established firms; (2) usually use outside, instead of in-house, counsel for patent prosecution; and (3) often have difficulty monitoring outside counsel to limit overall costs. Indeed, a non-trivial percentage of respondents—about 10%—listed cost as the only barrier to filing for a patent. Additionally, when asked to indicate the “most important” reason for not filing, more than one-third of the respondents selected either the cost of acquiring or enforcing the patent. Finally, as a converse argument, a relatively low percentage of firms—about 18%—reported no need for legal protection as a reason for not filing, thus suggesting that startups are interested in obtaining the protections that patents can afford. As Kingston’s study of European firms revealed, these high costs might not merely prevent startups from appropriating the value of their
innovations via patents, but could deter R&D in the first instance—
preventing us from knowing with certainty what innovations society did 
not realize. Thus, we strongly believe that the significant barrier pre-
sented by the high costs of prosecuting and enforcing patents by startups 
warrants further analysis and, potentially, remedial policy action.

F. The Perceived Narrow Scope of Patents 
and High Patenting Thresholds

Another set of reasons to forgo patenting related to our respondents’ 
perceptions about the effectiveness of the patent system. First, nearly 
45% of respondents stated that the ability of competitors to design 
around a potential patent influenced their decision to forgo patenting. 
Second, nearly 38% of respondents reported not filing because they be-
lieved the innovation was not patentable. (See Fig. 5 above.) Both 
findings were somewhat surprising in view of recent criticism that 
(1) the courts too often uphold patent claims of overly broad scope,
and (2) the U.S. Patent Office too frequently grants patents of questionable 
inventiveness.

There are at least two possible explanations for these findings. One, 
the criticism of the courts and the Patent Office could simply reflect at-
tribution bias that results from wrongly inferring that the relatively small 
number of “bad patents” that issue and are later upheld in litigation rep-
resent the universe of issued patents. On this score, only about 70% of 
all original patent applications—either directly or through a continuation 
or divisional application—ultimately mature into a patent. Thus, there is 
at least one non-trivial barrier that prevents every application from 
becoming an issued patent—the patent examination process. Additional-
ly, concerns about overbreadth in patent scope have mainly been made

301. See KINGSTON, supra note 187, at 9 (finding that the cost of litigation had a “very 
big” effect on the decisions of small firms to invest in invention for 13% of respondents and a 
“significant” effect for 36%).

302. See BESSEN & MEURER, supra note 110, at 66–68 (describing biotechnology and 
software patent claims that greatly exceeded the scope of the disclosed inventions); Mark A. 
(explaining how the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office is unable to adequately examine each 
patent and grants many broad patents as a result).

303. See Jay P. Kesan & Andres A. Gallo, Why “Bad” Patents Survive in the Market and 
How Should We Change?—The Private and Social Costs of Patents, 55 EMORY L.J. 61, 63 & 
n.2 (2006) (collecting recent articles criticizing the Patent Office for issuing “so-called ‘bad’
or improvidently granted patents”); supra notes 119–122 and accompanying text.

304. Mark A. Lemley & Bhaven Sampat, Is the Patent Office a Rubber Stamp?, 58 
EMORY L.J. 181, 187, 193 (2008) (reporting a “grant rate” range for a one-month sample of 
applications to be roughly 73%).
in the context of software and communications patents. Indeed, the Federal Circuit recently heard arguments en banc to weaken disclosure standards that mainly apply to biotechnology patents. Thus, concerns from startups about high patentability thresholds and narrow scope may reflect accurate perceptions of the system in practice.

On the other hand, it could be the case that startups are relatively unsophisticated and misperceive the ease of garnering a patent, particularly one with claims of broad scope. In this regard, when responses are segmented by industry, although medical device firms were the most likely to list the ease of designing around the patent as a reason for not patenting, it is software, not biotechnology, firms that follow. (See Fig. 6 below.)

**Figure 6**

**Reasons for Forgoing Patent Protection by Industry.**

For that same unpatented innovation, which if any of the following influenced your company’s decision not to patent?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Biotech</th>
<th>Medical Device</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did Not Want to Disclose Information</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>53.0%</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
<td>52.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Getting Patent</td>
<td>49.56%</td>
<td>52.24%</td>
<td>53.50%</td>
<td>53.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitors Could Invent Around Patent</td>
<td>41.0%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believed Trade Secret Was Adequate Protection</td>
<td>35.71%</td>
<td>48.53%</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
<td>49.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Enforcing Patent</td>
<td>38.36%</td>
<td>45.24%</td>
<td>51.95%</td>
<td>51.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believed Technology Was Not Patentable</td>
<td>38.55%</td>
<td>45.24%</td>
<td>41.94%</td>
<td>41.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Need For Legal Protection</td>
<td>18.03%</td>
<td>20.03%</td>
<td>4.19%</td>
<td>20.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

305. *See, e.g., Bessen & Meurer, supra note 110, at 21–24; Brian Kahin, The Software Patent Crisis, TECH. REV. (Apr. 1, 1990), at 53, 58 (noting the problem of overbroad software patents), available at [http://kahin.people.si.umich.edu/softwarepatentcrisis.htm](http://kahin.people.si.umich.edu/softwarepatentcrisis.htm).*


307. The standard error of the mean for each response is as follows (biotech, medical device, software, hardware): did not want to disclose information (4.24%, 5.49%, 4.30%, 1.78%); cost of getting patent (4.26%, 5.33%, 4.31%, 1.99%); competitors could invent around patent (4.25%, 5.26%, 4.32%, 2.05%); believed trade secret protection was adequate (4.30%, 5.46%, 4.30%, 1.87%); cost of enforcing patent (4.13%, 5.07%, 4.14%, 2.06%); believed technology was not patentable (3.86%, 5.3%, 3.89%, 2.03%); no need for legal protection (3.23%, 2.83%, 2.94%, 1.65%).
Based on the practice experience of one of the authors, a non-trivial share of the high percentage of software firms (about 45%) that have concerns over patent breadth may simply be mistaken about how difficult it is to garner patent claims of expansive scope. Supporting this contention is our finding that the youngest firms, which are arguably less experienced with the Patent Office, are comparatively more likely to forgo filing because of the perceived ability of others to design around a patent. The same contention of ignorance arguably holds true for the large percentage (42%) of software firms that believed their innovations were not patentable. It is possible, too, that among software engineers, a positive response to the “not patentable” option could refer to philosophic beliefs about what should be patentable and not objective beliefs about what is in fact patentable.

However, there are several arguments against these contentions. First, the finding that younger firms were more concerned about patent scope could simply reflect more “incremental”—as opposed to “disruptive”—innovation by older firms. Specifically, incremental innovation is harder to invent around, since doing so would require replicating other product components associated with the incremental innovation. Second, software patent applications, especially those in the “business method” area, have had relatively high rejection rates since at least 2006. This result is also consistent with Davis’s finding that Danish software firms reported avoiding patenting, because they did not feel their inventions were patentable. Third, there were no significant differences in the perceived ability to invent around a patent or the patentability of the innovation-at-hand when segmenting respondent firms by the size of their patent portfolio. This result suggests that companies with less experience in patenting share similar views with more experienced firms about patenting.

---

308. This difference was statistically significant at a 90% confidence level.
309. Biotechnology and medical device firms significantly differed from hardware and software firms at the 99% confidence level.
310. See generally Joe Tidd et al., Managing Innovation: Integrating Technological, Market and Organizational Change §§ 1.3, 1.6 (2001) (discussing both incremental and disruptive innovations).
311. We thank Colleen Chien for this suggestion.
312. See Lemley & Sampat, supra note 304, at 196-97 (finding lower grant rates in the Computer Architecture, Software & Information Security technology “art units” than other art units); Dennis Crouch, Evidence Based Prosecution V: Business Method Rejections, PATENTLY-O (Oct. 22, 2006), http://www.patentlyo.com/patent/2006/10/evidence_based__2.html (showing final rejection rates of over 50% for business method patents compared against 25% for the general population). Recently, however, it appears that grant rates in the business method art unit are increasing. See Dennis Crouch, The Business Method Art Units, PATENTLY-O (July 18, 2010), http://www.patentlyo.com/patent/2010/07/business-method-patents.html.
313. See Davis, supra note 168, at 11.
thresholds and patent strength. In sum, just what share of startups are knowledgeable or ignorant about patentability standards and claim scope—and, related, how much of the criticism of the patent system is hyperbole—cannot be determined from our data and is deserving of further study.

G. Unwillingness to Disclose Trade Secrets

The last set of reasons to forgo patenting revolves around the reluctance of firms to disclose their (trade) secrets. As shown in Figure 2, respondents listed not wanting to disclose information as a reason for not patenting about 35% of the time. In this regard, if a firm makes reasonable efforts to prevent the disclosure of confidential information that provides it a commercial advantage, the firm is typically protected by trade secret law—so long as the company is aware of this protection and the process for securing it.314 We note that a nearly identical percentage of firms (36%) indicated that a reason not to file was the adequacy of trade secrecy law.315 Moreover, that relatively few firms stated that they did not need any legal protection for their innovations indicates that trade secrecy law may play an important role beyond the non-legal protection measures firms can take to ensure secrecy.

The relative frequency of these reasons tends to track the large firm surveys, though the desire to prevent disclosure appears to be generally more of a deterrent to patenting for large firms than for our respondents. Part of this difference reflects our survey’s heavy focus on software and Internet firms, for which reluctance to disclose played a less significant deterrent role compared with other industries.316 This result may reflect the historically weak disclosure requirements at the U.S. Patent Office for software patents—particularly the ability of applicants to retain source code and other important know-how from patent applications.317 Or there may be other technology- or labor-market characteristics at work that relate to information flow in the software and Internet space, including the notoriously short product life cycles in software, in which the disclosure from marketing a product may come prior to the usual 18-month patent application publication requirement.318

315. The responses for these reasons were not statistically significantly different from one another, but they were from the next reason—no need for legal protection—at a 99% confidence level.
316. These differences were statistically significant at a 99% confidence level.
317. See Gregory J. Maier, Software Protection – Integrating Patent, Copyright and Trade Secret Law, 69 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. SOC’Y 151, 163–65 (1987) (noting that patent law does not require the disclosure of software code and that “there is sometimes motivation . . . to obtain broad patent protection and yet retain significant trade secret protection”).
Do other company characteristics, apart from industry, play an important role in the reluctance to disclose information? For instance, when the respondent firms are segmented by data source, the VentureXpert venture-backed firms were more reluctant to disclose information than the Dun & Bradstreet firms, which are generally smaller and not venture-backed. (See Fig. 7.)

**Figure 7**
**Reasons for Forgoing Patent Protection by Data Source.**
For that same unpatented innovation, which if any of the following influenced your company’s decision not to patent?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>D&amp;B</th>
<th>VX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did Not Want to Disclose Information</td>
<td>30.87%</td>
<td>42.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Getting Patent</td>
<td>60.74%</td>
<td>49.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitors Could Invent Around Patent</td>
<td>44.65%</td>
<td>44.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believed Trade Secret Was Adequate Protection</td>
<td>32.21%</td>
<td>41.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Enforcing Patent</td>
<td>36.89%</td>
<td>50.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believed Technology Was Not Patentable</td>
<td>38.09%</td>
<td>36.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Need For Legal Protection</td>
<td>21.31%</td>
<td>10.95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indeed, at first blush, that smaller, non-venture-backed firms are less motivated by a desire to avoid disclosure of their information in patents than larger ones is puzzling. One would expect that smaller firms have more to fear from larger competitors using their otherwise proprietary information. On the other hand, as industry-segmented results show, most of the reported difference stems from the biotechnology firms, which disproportionately leave process inventions unpatented. (See Fig. 6 above.) Thus, these differences may reflect the underlying dynamics of the types of technologies smaller, non-venture-backed firms choose to leave unpatented. Additionally, given that very small biotechnology firms are known to enter into joint ventures and other cooperative relationships with larger firms, it could simply

319. The standard error of the mean for each response is as follows (Dun & Bradstreet, VentureXpert): did not want to disclose information (1.89%, 2.49%); cost of getting patent (2.00%, 2.53%); competitors could invent around patent (2.04%, 2.52%); believed trade secret protection was adequate (1.91%, 2.49%); cost of enforcing patent (2.05%, 2.44%); believed technology was not patentable (1.99%, 2.45%); no need for legal protection (1.68%, 1.64%).

be the case that the information these firms would disclose in a patent is already known by potential competitors. Moreover, the Dun & Bradstreet firms saw less of a need for legal protection than the VentureXpert firms, which could also partially explain the findings on the reluctance of the latter firms to disclose.\(^{321}\) In sum, while more sophisticated statistical analysis is necessary to disentangle the role of firm size, venture funding, and technology in the willingness to disclose, it appears that other factors are influencing the reported variations.

Whether the innovation is a product or process raises other interesting differences regarding the disclosure of proprietary information. We segmented our data by whether the respondent indicated that the last invention for which they chose to forgo patent protection was a product or a process (or whether that question was not applicable). (See Fig. 8.)

**Figure 8**

**Reasons to Forgo Patenting by Invention Type.**\(^{322}\)

For the same unpatented innovation, which if any of the following influenced your company’s decision not to patent?

![Diagram showing reasons to forgo patenting by invention type](image)

---

321. Dun & Bradstreet and VentureXpert firms showed statistically significant differences from one another in not wanting to disclose information, the costs of acquiring patents, the belief that trade secret protection was adequate, the costs of enforcing the patent, and the belief that there was no need for legal protection. Each was significantly different at a 99% or greater confidence level.

322. The standard error of the mean for each response is as follows (process, product): did not want to disclose information (2.32%, 2.38%); cost of getting patent (2.35%, 2.39%); competitors could invent around patent (2.35%, 2.53%); believed trade secret protection was adequate (2.31%, 2.40%); cost of enforcing patent (2.34%, 2.53%); believed technology was not patentable (2.28%, 2.43%); no need for legal protection (1.70%, 1.65%).
As expected, trade secrecy was viewed as a more adequate form of protection than patenting for process and, to a lesser degree, product innovations. This result likely stems from the characteristic that processes, especially internal ones, are generally easier to keep secret than products. For similar reasons, respondents were less concerned with fear of disclosure for processes than products in patent applications. These findings are generally consistent with those of the Yale study, in which large firms reported that they were less willing to disclose process innovations.

Unlike our results, the Yale study also found that firms with process innovations were less willing to patent than product innovators because of difficulties of enforcement. However, the Yale study was conducted three decades ago and focused on large, publicly traded firms, which were likely less sensitive to enforcement costs than startups. In our 2008 study, biotechnology firms—which are generally larger and better capitalized than our average respondent—were more likely to report that their last unpatented innovation was a process than other types of firms. If biotechnology firms, with access to spare capital, are more capable of enforcing their patents in court, and legal regimes have changed over time, it is understandable that a lower percentage of process innovators reported concerns about enforcement in deciding to forgo patenting. However, all else being equal, one would expect that process patents are more difficult to litigate, because of problems in proving infringement.

Although older firms are generally larger than younger ones, the oldest of our respondent firms were more willing to disclose information in a patent than the youngest firms, a finding that seemingly runs contrary to our findings on firm size. (See Fig. 9.)

323. This difference was statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
325. This difference was statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
326. See Levin et al., supra note 143, at 806, t.6.
327. See id.
328. See Eisenberg, supra note 123, at 739.
329. This difference was statistically significant at a 90% confidence level. The likelihood of having last not patented a product versus a process invention was virtually the same in both the youngest and oldest companies, at 50% each. The younger quartile was, however, more likely to be populated by biotechnology startups (17.7% vs. 13.4%), which may account for some of the observed difference.
One might surmise that older firms are more likely to patent incremental—as opposed to revolutionary—inventions, which arguably would lead to less of a concern with disclosure.

Finally, firms with comparatively more patent filings were more likely not to patent because of a reluctance to disclose information from their last major innovation in a patent. Similarly, these same firms were more likely to forgo filing a patent for that last innovation because they believed trade secret protection was adequate. Although these results might appear counterintuitive, it may be the case that firms with more patents are more likely to patent a greater share of their innovations; thus, we have no way of knowing with certainty how long ago the “most recent” unpatented innovation was generated in the company. A company patenting 90% of its major innovations may make the non-patenting decision relatively rarely. Accordingly, when these firms

330. The standard error of the mean for each response is as follows (<3.8 years, >8.7 years): did not want to disclose information (3.09%, 3.03%); cost of getting patent (3.17%, 3.25%); competitors could invent around patent (3.24%, 3.21%); believed trade secret protection was adequate (3.13%, 3.13%); cost of enforcing patent (3.24%, 3.15%); believed technology was not patentable (3.03%, 3.23%); no need for legal protection (2.51%, 2.51%).
331. One might also hypothesize that older firms have a greater ability to withstand competition, but if that were so, then arguably these firms would have reported using patents less to prevent copying than younger firms, which we did not find.
332. This difference was statistically significant at the 90% confidence level.
333. This difference was statistically significant at the 99% confidence level.
affirmatively decide not to patent, fear of disclosing sensitive information may be more salient a reason than for firms that patent a smaller share of their innovations. Additionally, this difference may be driven by the technological profiles of the innovations at these firms, which in turn influence what the firms choose to patent, and not to patent.

CONCLUSION

Until the study presented here, the collective understanding of the drivers of patenting by entrepreneurial firms was primarily a variety of constructs built from scattered anecdotes and patent law theory, with a few lesser known empirical studies of limited sample sizes contributing on the fringes. In many cases, commentators and policymakers simply relied upon studies of large firms to infer the characteristics of startups. Despite these methodologically flawed approaches, policymakers have used these constructs to fashion applicable laws, generally strengthening patent rights over the last few decades.

The 2008 Berkeley Patent Survey—the first of its kind to target a large sample of small, startup firms in a variety of technology-intensive industries—casts doubt on many facets of these constructs. Most importantly, we find that startups—like large firms—are primarily motivated to file for patents to prevent copying by competitors, presumably in order to earn supernormal profits. This finding holds across industries, firm ages, patent portfolio size, and a variety of other important characteristics. Additionally, licensing intellectual property to other firms for ultimate commercialization is not viewed by most entrepreneurial firms as comparatively important to patenting. Thus, anecdotal reports that startup firms do not use patents in the traditional sense to exclude competitors should be reconsidered in light of our findings. Nonetheless, we do find important inter-industry differences, with biotechnology and medical device firms rating the exclusionary nature of patents as significantly more important relative to software firms. As such, policies that strengthened patent rights in the software industry may have had unintended negative consequences not only, as reported, for incumbents but also for startups, and we plan to explore this concern in later work.

Second, consistent with the anecdotal accounts and the previously limited empirical data, we find that entrepreneurial firms rely heavily on patenting to raise financing, to improve their chances and the quality of acquisition or going public, and to enhance their overall company and product image—all of which may support what is often termed a “signaling” theory of patents. This affirmation of the anecdotal literature is important, because the use of patents for financing is much less
pronounced in large firms. As such, we provide robust data showing that recent, alternative theories of patents as "signals" may have more force than previously believed.

Third, we make the novel finding that entrepreneurial firms of all ages, sizes, and technologies appear to engage in the so-called "strategic" use of patents just like large, incumbent firms. These strategies include using patents for defensive reasons, such as to prevent patent infringement suits, and to enhance bargaining power, such as in one-way or cross-licensing negotiations. Earlier reports had implicitly assumed that these sorts of strategic uses would not be important to startup firms—at least outside of the biotechnology industry—because these companies were not prone to the same kinds of offensive litigation and licensing threats as larger, incumbent firms. Even the youngest respondent firms in our survey declared these reasons salient.

Despite the diverse drivers of patenting by entrepreneurs, we found that startup firms are more price-sensitive than large firms to the costs of acquiring and enforcing patents. By far, the dominant factors deterring the patenting of entrepreneurial innovation are these costs. Given the strong motivations of startups to patent to secure financing and for strategic uses vis-à-vis incumbents, these high costs raise serious policy concerns. In particular, cost asymmetries between startups and incumbents could very well result in the misallocation of capital and an overall dampening of innovation by new firms. Because startup firms appear to innovate at greater rates per R&D dollar than large firms, these significant cost barriers could have substantial, unrealized effects in the innovation economy. As such, we recommend further research into the extent of the problem, as well as more analysis of potential solutions to normalize effective barriers to patenting.

In sum, by gathering and reporting targeted responses from numerous startups—not only in the aggregate but also segmented by a variety of firm characteristics—the 2008 Berkeley Patent Survey is able to provide new insights into the drivers of patenting by entrepreneurs. For an important class of economic agents, we can now provide empirically

334. Suggested approaches have included providing tax credits for patent-related expenses for small firms, see Paul R. Michel & Henry R. Nothhaft, Op-Ed, Inventing Our Way Out of Joblessness, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 5, 2010, at A23, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/08/06/opinion/06nothhaft.html (recommending a proposal suggested by Ted Sichelman whereby "a tax credit of up to $19,000" would be provided to small businesses "for every patent they receive"), and significantly raising the patent filing fees for large entities, perhaps on a graduated basis, or the installation of a registration system, whereby inventors simply register specifications of their inventions, along with proposed claims, but no substantive review is undertaken until suit is brought or it is requested by a third party. See Mann, supra note 27, at 1021–22. Such a system could potentially serve important signaling and strategic goals without imposing large filing costs on patentees. See id.
grounded answers to the questions: What are the determinants of patenting by startup technology companies? And, why don't these companies patent their technologies?